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Tragic Drug Binge Shocks Trinity Campus College
March 17 Overdose Leaves One Student Dead and Many Others Seeking Answers
Bachman appeared in Connecticut Superior Court and
pled guilty to the charges of
narcotics possession.
Two weeks ago, the Trinity
Both Eaves and Bachman
Campus community was were sentenced to community
stunned by a drug binge that re- service, although the sentence
sulted in the death of one stu- has been waived in lieu of rehadent, the hospitalization of a bilitation and a $1,120 donation
second, and the conviction of to a charity.
two others.
Although the administration
On March 17, the Friday be- refused to comment about the
fore Spring Break, senior Joshua disciplinary action being taken
Doroff was rushed to Hartford towards the students, last week
Hospital by friends and room- The Hartford Courant reported
mate Joshua "Blue" Eaves, also a that Eaves has been expelled
senior.
from the college with no chance
The students had taken part of reapplication.
in an all-night party that had
Both the student body and
involved the use of several dif- the administration has been usferent drugs, including Xanax, ing the past two weeks to deal
Valium, Butalbital, and both with the overdose and
Ambien, possibly on top of with the underlying problem
heroin and alcohol. Doroff was that caused the incident.
pronounced dead on arrival at
At a Town Hall meeting held
the hospital.
by the Student Government AsA third roommate, senior sociation last Monday, students
William Bachman, was already were given the opportunity to
at the hospital, brought there by voice their feelings regarding
authorities after having crashed the drug situation at Trinity to
^hh
di
d
Havingaiscovered that there istration.
Almost every student at the
was a roommate missing, Campus Safety and Maria Campos meeting agreed that a drug
'00 of Trinity's Emergency Re- problem does exist at Trinity.
sponse Team searched Doroff s One student, a junior, comdorm room and found senior mented "My freshman year, I
Clement "Nick" Kaupp III un- did not feel that there were this
many drugs on campus."
conscious.
Campos said that Kaupp was Darrick Mello '00, SGA Vice
unresponsive and that he had President of Finance agreed,
no pulse. "I knew it was not just saying, "There are so many
alcohol — that serious drugs more people using drugs on this
were involved. 1 could not get campus than there were four
years ago."
him to respond to us."
. Kaupp recovered days later
However, student opinion reand was subsequently charged garding the reason for the inwith possession of narcotics. crease varied.
He is due to appear in court later
Some students maintained
this month.
that the increase was due to the
Last Friday, Eaves and strictly enforced alcohol policy
BY A N N J. O'CONNELL
News Editor
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In the past weeks, many
people have been struggling to
cope with the loss of a dear
member of the Trinity community, Dr, Manijeh Zavareei. Dr.
Zavareei died on March 17 at the
age of 51 following complications from elective heart surgery.
Born in Iran, Zavareei came to
the United States in 1968 to continue her education in economics. She began teaching at
Trinity in 1990 when her husband Jeffry Walker, was appointed director of Austin Arts
Center. It was not long before
she held a spot in the hearts of
both colleagues and students.
This past Wednesday, March
29, a memorial service was held
for Zavareeri in the Trinity Col^0g

The four students involved in the March 17 incident were
residents of High Rise Dormitory.

on campus, which has "pushed
social gatherings behind closed
doors."
Some students said that the
drug situation is the result of
poor social life at Trinity. "Hartford is a really depressing place.
I want to go out and have a fun
time," said Ben Lazarus '03.
Other students blamed the
problem on a lack of student
education about drug use.
Still other students commented that drug abuse was a

personal problem and that students should begin to take responsibility for their own
actions.
Still others mentioned that
students who are dependent on
drugs are afraid to go to the administration for help.
Administrators stressed last
week that students who have
drug problems or know of students with drug problems are
able to come to them without
see OVERDOSE on page eleven

, but also to celebrate her life. The service began with selections of Zavareei's
favorite Persian classical music.
Members of the campus community filed into the chapel,
friends and family alike. Students came directly from class
or athletic practice to attend.
The chapel was at its capacity
— attendees were standing in
the rear to hear the words praising Zavareeri's life.
There were only good things
to say about the life of Manijeh
Zavareei. She was "truly liked
by all who knew her," said President .Evan Dobelle. Erika
Wojnarowicz, Office Coordinasee MEMORY on page twelve

Administration Recognizes Drug Problem;
Pledges No Immediate Policy Changes
President Evan Dobelle stated that he
will not take part in an immediate crackNews Writer
down concerning drug use on campus.
"We are not going to create a police state
In the wake of the drug related death here, nor will we will not pay students
of senior Joshua Doroff and the arrest of to become drug informants."
Dobelle referred to Trinity students as
three other students, the administration
is discussing what to do next and how being responsible adults who, on. the
whole, should not be penalized by the
to respond to such a tragedy.
During the past couple weeks, the ad- actions of a few.
The lack of communication between
ministration has been dealing with immediate crisis response issues such as students and the administration constudent counseling, and talking with the cerning drug use is an issue that will be
parents and families of the students in- tackled immediately.
"The ways to get people to talk or give
volved.
In the coming weeks, the administra- information are worse in my mind than
tion is preparing to deal with the issues the problem," said Dobelle.
He believes that a major problem on
that have arisen from the March 17 incident. "We know we have a problem be- campus is that nobody confirms rumors
cause a student has died," said Vice that are based upon drug use. "There are
President of Student Services Sharon those that tell me that there is a drug
Herzberger. "However, our first reaction problem, and I say where? Then they do
is not to immediately sit back and assess not tell me." Dr. Herzberger stated that
the incident. It is to aid the students who her office also hears rumors from the students, and that these rumors are investineed help."
BY DAVIS ALBOHM

New Director of Campus Safety
News
pg- 12

Mourns
Loss of
Professor

gated. But she stated that it is difficult
to classify a problem if students do not
personally confirm rumors.
The administration will also work to
remind students that they can anonymously approach numerous resources
on campus to discuss a personal drug
problem or a friend's or a classmate's.
"We want to make it very clear that you
need not consider a penalty aspect of
telling someone about a friend. We want
to make sure that message gets out."
Dobelle wishes that students would
take advantage of the school's counseling service, the chaplain, and the health
center, all locations where students can
get confidential advice in dealing with
drug problems.
:
For the near future, Dobelle will consider a new policy that he suggested last
week. "We can have discussions concerning a policy where students can anonymously intervene when they know
someone is doing something stupid or
see DR UGS on page eleven
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Any tragedy like last month's death of Joshua Doroff often prompts people to search for
•'scapegoats, rather than looking at the actual problem.ln this case, the administration is the easy,
target, and predictably, students are taking aim.
They do have lots of ammunition. The administration, to its shame, does not have a standard disciplinary drug policy and does not understand the size'and scope of student drug use. In its
zeal to minimize the public relations damage to the College, the administration has attempted to
control all information of the event, while at the same time telling students how important it is not
to listen to rumors. Counseling and wellness programs exist, but are inadequately advertised to
students, and the extraordinary College Chaplain, Nihal DeLanerolle, was asked to stay silent on
the matter.
Despite all that, however, students continue to ask the administration to solve the drug
problem at Trinity for us. It should be obvious that we're asking the wrong people.
The students of Trinity College are adults, not children, and we should not need the
administration to babysit us through four years of college to ensure we make the right decisions all
the time. Ultimately we, the students, are accountable for our decisions, not the administration.
Students are not blind to the problems of this school. But rather than try to do something for
ourselves, we ask others for help. We have reached the sad point where students are unwilling to
take on issues that exist at Trinity because it's simply too hard. Nobody is saying this is easy - it's
not - but students must learn that not everything in life is easy and that there will not always be an
administration around to blame.
It's time for students to do something about our own lives. Let's lose this defeatist attitude
that nothing will work. So what if drugs are a problem elsewhere? Does that mean Trinity students
should accept the problem lying down? No.
Rather than looking out, we should be looking in. At what point are we responsible, not just
for ourselves, but our fellow students as well? Students recognize that the level and type of drug use
at Trinity is at a dangerously high level; We also know that one student is dead, and three others are
lucky to have been given a second chance. What more do we need?

PRODUCTION MhNAcm.:h/kiiireen Welch '03
SENIOR EDITORS: Virginia Lacefield '00, SaraMerin '00,

SGA: The House That Nepotism Built

Devin Pharr'00

The more things change at Trinity, the more they stay the same.
For the second time in three years, the President of the Student Government Association is
running unopposed for reelection. Unfortunately, it appears the rest of the SGA is along for the ride
COPY EDITORS: Davis Albohm '02, Sarah Felix '00,
as well, benefiting from a system designed for electoral nepotism.
Beth Nethercote '02, Patrick Noonan '01, Diana Potter '03,
Most students don't know who is on SGA, let alone that there's an election tomorrow. That's
Kristen Powell '03, Geoffrey Stevens '01
right tomorrow - April 5 - is the annual SGA Executive Board elections, a fact the current leadership has apparently forgotten to mention to the rest of the campus. There have been precious few
notices for nomination petitions or publicity surrounding the upcoming elections.
In addition, there have been no signs of an election - literally. The SGA is mandating a
"paper-free campaign," meaning no campaign posters or filers could be posted anywhere on
campus.
This policy is an egregious affront to free speech and the spirit of dertj,cjciratioel«QC|^itf,^;i»'*f V'
Pillow Talk desperately wants to go tack to Spring Break. Trinity. It sends the message that the powers-that-be at the SGA are afraid of losing a contest they
Somehow the allure of classes just doesn't compare to the annual don't necessarily deserve Lo win.
Tripod trip to Paris. After narrowly escaping a concussion on the
Not being able to post fliers around campus is akin to prohibiting television advertising in
Long Walk, Pillow Talk hopes that all those out enjoying the Presidential ejections. Fliers are the most effective way to advertise events or ideas at Trinity,
pring-like weather this weekend woke up with nasty hangovers. especially for students, who cannot access the all-campus email or voice-mail systems. The result
is an election with no competition and a student body even more disconnected with its alleged
Cafeteria food is cafeteria food, no leaders. This is unacceptable.
Home Recipes in Mather
It is possible to argue that because students are quiet, they are happy. But this is not the case.
matter what you do
Students simply no longer believe in SGA's ability to represent their interests and get things done.
In a desperate effort to attract students tomorrow, the SGA will give water bottles to voters.
Unlimited beer... what more do
However,
the damage has already been done by discouraging anyone from challenging incumbept
Trinity Live 2000
we need to say? Oh, and the
SGA members. Since there were no open campaigns, the sad fact is that a 50 percent turnout will
music was good too.
not affect the results any more than a 20 percent turnout, considering that students wouldn't know
who to vote for, not to mention the fact that-most everyone is running unopposed.
Watching basebalL.another great
Once again, students are being told that our voice doesn't matter. But this time, the message
Opening Day
excuse for not doing homework
is from, our own student government, which apparently doesn't care enough in its job to hold
proper democratic elections.
So, what would happen if they gave an election and nobody came? We'll find out tomorrow.
Softball on the Quad

Playing sof tbalL.another great
excuse for not doing homework.
Just watch out for fly balls.

The Oscars

Who won what? Four hours?
Even the Tripod finishes before
that.

SGA Elections

Oh, you didn't know?
President is a two year office...
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Drugs AreA Serious Problem On Campus
We have a problem on this campus. It affects the student body, and we are the only people
who can thwart it. The administration is powerless, because this problem is beyond their view.
What they cannot see, they cannot stop. This illusive specter that I speak of is illegal drug use on
campus.
This year, drug use is out of hand at Trinity. For some, drugs are more easily obtained than
alcohol, so they become the vice of choice; for others, college is the time to experiment. The
problem is that a sizable section of the student body has moved far beyond experimentation. Hard
drugs such as cocaine and heroin are finding a secure place here accompanied by what at times
seems to be copious amounts of ecstasy and various other hallucinogens.
We have an environment on campus that is incredibly conducive to drug addiction. Drugs
are available and seem to be acceptable. Something is clearly wrong if students are turning to
drugs for a release from academic and social pressures. We must foster social change to create
sufficient outlets and sufficient behavioral expectations in order to put an end to the rampant drug
use on this campus. The student body needs to take a stand in order to protect its members from
the corrosive effects of drug addiction.
We need to take responsibility for the welfare of our own community. It should not be
socially acceptable to look the other way when you find a friend or a neighbor repeatedly strungout or high. In addition, drug dealing must be recognized and treated as the felony offense that it is.
We must stop looking away and take the time and energy to confront the problem in order to create
a healthy atmosphere that is favorable to learning.
Why are we concentrating so much energy on Midsession, the alcohol policy, and trees
while ignoring an element that is both pervasive on campus and illegal in society? Are Trinity
students who deal drugs somehow intrinsically better that the dealers who operate on Broad
Street? Is it because we are, on the whole, white and upper-middle class and they are not? This is
not the message that anyone, particularly an institution of higher education and liberal thinking,
should be sending, especially an institution which sponsors a Boys and Girls Club and is currently
helping to build schools directly across the street.
We need to hold people accountable for their actions and help those who need help. Trying
new things is undoubtedly a part of the college experience, but destroying your life is not.
Editor's Note: This editorial was published in the November 22,1999 issue of the Tripod. It received no response
from the student body, staff .faculty or administration. In light of recent events, the Tripod thought it appropriate to
republish the article.
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Student Services Focuses Responsibility Lies
on Bureaucracy, Not Aid in Students' Hands
If a student, for any reason,
needed help with something, 1
to whom on campus would
they turn? Certainly their
friends, and perhaps some

the person experience and understanding when helping students. Nevertheless, this is
overlooked. Why? Because
they represent "the old way."
——The powers that be
wanted to clean house,
and someone from the
outside would be all-themofe willing to force a
student to pour out a
beer, write someone up, deny a
party permit, or formulate a restrictive social policy.
The Trinity I came to in 1997
has changed a great deal, and
many of these transformations
have been constructive. But as
the sparkling new buildings
rise up alongside the academic
credentials of our students, we
must retain the many things
about our school, which are and continue to be - unique
and special.
Right or wrong, individuals
coming into these jobs feel that
they are here to come down on
students. And this group
ranges from campus safety, to
student activities, to Hamlin
offices. Discipline and bureaucracy has replaced mutual regard
and
personal
relationships, and the Trinity
College community has suffered because of it.
In speaking to other students, and even some members
of the faculty, staff and administration, I have frankly been
snockedTby some of the stories'
that I have heard. The particulars are not important, but all
of these instances illustrate
misunderstanding and distrust directed towards the student body. Therefore, it is not
surprising that we, as students,
do not turn to these people for
help when they are nothing
more than obstructionists and
disciplinarians.
The administration's pursuit

Patrick R. Noonan
The Last Hurrah
members of the faculty and
staff as well. However, the one
group of people whose job it is
to fulfill this task - the people
working in the Dean of Students/Student Services departments - would probably be
last on the list.
Let me preface this by saying
that this is not a personal attack on any one individual;
rather, it is simply a conclusion
that 1 have come to during my
experiences and conversations
at Trinity. I believe it is necessary to bring up this issue in
order to provoke a reconsideration of attitudes and actions
that would lead to constructive
change.
Sadly, it was not always this
way. Many of the individuals
who previously occupied those
positions fulfilled their tasks
and still had the respect and
camaraderie of countless students. They were able to wear
the hats of being a figure of authority, a role model, and a
friend simultaneously andxfr,,
lortlessiy Then, for reasons ODvious to most observers, many
of these people left Trinity. Indeed, those remaining continue to leave.
This represents a "deTrinitization" of the administration, be the individuals
long-term members of the
staff and/or past graduates of
the school. One would think
that these two characteristics
would be invaluable, giving

of a stricter tenor on campus
has had many repercussions,
many of them unfortunate, unforeseen, and unnecessary. The
constant animosity between
students and the administrative/support staff they deal
with is only one of them. I was
very relieved to hear the voice
mail message from President
Dobelle, stating that he would
not seek stricter rules and
regulations on campus, and I
dearly hope he sticks to that
promise.
In making strides to rectify
this situation, the leadership of
the college should study the
situation, and ask some difficult questions. Liberalization
of some policies would do a
great deal to help the situation.
Oftentimes, all that may be
needed is a phone call from upstairs. I personally believe that
some individuals do not have
the correct disposition and
temperament to serve in the
roles they now occupy.
However, what should happen is not for me to decide.
Moreover, it should not only be
the administration determining the path to take. Student
voice on this issue is pivotal,
and without it no progress can
be made, What should happen
goes far beyond surveys that
get thrown out and recommendations to search commitinstitution would be well
served to enact actual student
involvement in the decisionmaking process of the policies
and people affecting students.
College can be a rollercoaster ride of emotions, and
having an administration and
staff who are approachable
and sensitive to students
would go a long way towards
making it a safer, happier and
more rewarding experience.

BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

Opinion Editor

In the past three weeks, this
campus has come together to
grieve Joshua Doroff's premature death. This tragedy has
hopefully made us realize we
are not as invincible as we
think, and it calls for us to
question and examine ideas,
conducts and policies that govern our lives.
As the gravity of the issue
merits, the administration has
already addressed drug use
and the drug policy. There is
only one problem. In declaring
its stand on drug use, Trinity
has revealed that it has none.
President Dobelle's recent

cated when the use of drugs
such as Dexadrine and Ritalin
is generated by the obviously
regular intake of alcohol and
illegal drugs. Although I don't
want to generalize from this
specific case, I think it is safe
to say that there are students
on campus grappling with serious drug problems.
So what are we going to do
about it? That's right: we. This
is not an issue with which the
administration seems willing
to deal; so it is, as is appropriate, an issue for the students. It
is appropriate that students
shoulder the issue for two reasons.
The first is that, while drug
use has invaded many dorms
on campus, it remains largely

President Dobelle's recent voice-mail message
to the campus
indicated
that the
administration does not intend to change their
attitude toward student activities on the
weekend, and that they trust us to use our
best judgement Maybe they shouldn't.
behind closed doors. Short of
regular drug raids and a police
state, the administration has
little control over what happens in individual rooms; on
the other hand, peers do have
influence.
Secondly, ey,en,j|,the admint can we say about a stu- istration decides to take a firm
dent body that is aware of the stand on a drug policy that inprevalence of drug abuse and cludes reprimands more severe
yet does nothing to prevent or than fines and reminders that
control it? This is not simply a the sale of heroin is illegal, the
matter of students enjoying problem lies in the students'
their youth; circumstances acceptance of these measures.
have reached the point where Student response to adminisphysical self-destruction is be- trative attempts to enforce the
coming public. On April 2, the alcohol policy earlier this year
Hartford Courant published an focused more on the infringearticle entitled "Bright Days In- ment of student rights than on
terrupted by 'A Night Gone acknowledging that there is
Wrong,"' about the students in- reason to believe we have an alvolved in the events of Friday, cohol problem on campus. It
March 17. It included a list that would be unfortunate if the
one of the students gave the po- same thing happened with the
lice — an "accounting of the drug policy. This should not
voice-mail message to the
campus indicated that the administration does not intend to
change their attitude toward
student activities on the weekend, and that they trust us to
use our best judgement. Maybe

Student response to administrative attempts
to enforce the alcohol policy focused more on
the infringement of student rights than on
acknowledging that there is reason to believe
we have an alcohol problem on campus.

Hej; p'ttkty vp

he n&J& te^mei in fa
CHRIS S1LVERMAN

drugs used in Room 601 this se- encourage members of the
mester:
Trinity, community to further
"Cocaine (twice a week for a ignore an issue which has alperiod of a month)
ready received too little attenGHB [liquid ecstasy] (one tion. Instead this is a warning
night, one time only)
for students not to turn this
Marijuana (semi-daily)
into an "us versus them" issue
Heroin (only once)
but rather to stay focused on
Alcohol (almost nightly, what is truly important: drug
from beer to booze)
abuse on campus.
Dexadrine (sometimes, but
We do not have the luxury of
usually to supplement work)
turning a blind eye to the issues
Extasy (once every two at hand any longer. Drug use
weeks maybe, ending before is an insidious facet of campus
March)
life that has generated a much
Ritalin (study supple- larger following than it should.
ments)"
Students are knowingly and
This list may be an extreme deliberately putting their
example of drug use on cam- physical and mental safety in
pus, but I have a feeling that jeopardy, and others, who do
there are other rooms with a not partake, are actively ignorsimilar drug consumption ing the situation.
rate. The very fact that stuNow is not the time to point
dents are resorting to abusing fingers in blame. Now,is the
prescription drug's to enhance time to take responsibility for
studying abilities is frighten- ourselves and our community.
ing; the issue is further compli- Don't let Josh's death be in vain.
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Restrictive Policy
Not the Answer
BY DOUGLAS
GLANCY

Opinion Writer

In the first week of March, I
had a discussion with someone
about the school's alcohol
policy. Trn worried that if the
school continues to crack down
on students, someone is going
to get hurt," I commented. For
nearly an hour we complained
to each other about "how much
better it used to be." In the end,
I decided that I at least needed
to make an attempt to get my
point of view across to the administration before I left in May.
When I woke up the next
morning, the reality of quickly
approaching midterms all but

the students. The events of
March 17Ih were incredibly
tragic and something that the
whole school is going to need to
spend a long time dealing with.
At the same time, we must take
some lessons from what happened, and those lessons can't
be for more prohibition of alcohol on campus. What follows is
the revised version of what I
wrote on the 15th.
My freshman year, Trinity
was ranked "the number 5
party school in the nation."
Now whether .or not this ranking was correct is moot, for the
ranking caused a tremendous
uproar from administration,
faculty and parents. As a result
of it, the administration began
to attack the social life at the

The more I thought about it, the more I came
around to the same conclusion: we must open
a dialog about this subject before someone
else gets hurt or killed. As a result, a couple
of days later 1 sat down and revised my article.
erased the idea of an article
from my head. Then, two weeks
later, I saw the person with
whom I had the conversation. "I
still haven't seen the article in
the paper," he commented. I responded that I hadn't yet written it,but that I was planningon
, dpiugittlvenextda,y,Matchl5lh,
Thus as I began my flight to
Florida die following day, I
started the article. "The school
needs to stop attempting to
cover its legal backside and begin to worry about the students," 1 began. Unbeknownst
to me, one of my fellow classmates was at Hartford Hospital
f igh ting for his life, and another
had already died.
When I heard about the trag-

school. The main campus bar,
"The View," closed down, and
massive lists of birth-dates began to appear at parties across
campus; late night became a
game of cat and mouse between
campus safety and the Fraternities and the perennial "•Welcome Back." party no'lomget
served hard alcohol. The most
recent development in the
school's "just say no" campaign
is to allow each student over 21
only 4 beers at campus functions.
;
As a result of the new rules,
more people began to drink in
their rooms prior to going out.
While many people drank beer
at these "pre-parties," many others drank hard alcohol. At the
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Administration Seeks Student Response to Drug Use on Campus
To the Editor:

I shared with the SGA the
many other things I said to the
reporter who wanted the
administration's reaction to the
SGA meeting — things that, importantly, correspond with
what is being said on campus
and that should suggest the
College is in a proactive, not defensive, mode.
I believe it's important that
students (as well as other key
constituencies of the College)
know what is being said publicly by Trinity officials. It's perhaps especially important
because the administration
wishes to engage students in
common cause following this
tragedy, This is a time for
straight talk about issues that
concern us all. You should feel
confident of the seriousness of
our commitment to confronting, openly, the reality of what
happened'here on March 17.
1 did say to the reporter following the SGA meeting, as I
was quoted in the Courant, that
the College has an alcohol and
drug education program that
begins before first-year students set foot in a classroom,
and I added that the messages
are reinforced often and
through different channels
throughout the year.
1 went on to say the following,
essentially verbatim — and on
the record.
:
The College has in place sub-

Last week, I sent a note to
SGA leadership in follow-up to
the March 27 SGA meeting on
the subject of substance abuse.
I applauded Russell Fugett and
the SGA for moving quickly
and deliberately to address this
important topic. Student leadership and active participation
in the administration's own efforts will be important as the
College moves forward following the recent tragedy on our
campus.
In writing to Russell and his
colleagues, I wanted to dispel
quickly any possible misconception created by the media's
reporting of official College
statements regarding the recent tragedy and the circumstances surrounding it. SGA
had invited the media to attend
its meeting on the 27th, and I
suspected therefore that SGA
members and perhaps other
students had read the article
about the meeting in the next
day's Hartford Courant. When
1 read it, I was a bit concerned
that the few remarks attributed
to me might lead students to
believe that I personally — or
the administration in general —
choose to take a defensive posture — offering little more than
a defense of current policies
and practices and deny ing the
College has "a drug problem."
Because this is simply not true. stance abuse policies that are

well publicized and enforced
strictly — and without apology.
Recently our emphasis has
been on alcohol use because
that is where all the data (including a recent student survey)
indicate the problem on this
campus and most other college
campuses is the greatest. Quantitative, qualitative and anecdotal data regarding drug use at
Trinity are in fact rather reassuring in terms of the scope and
nature of the problem. But a
young man died on March 17.
No matter how reassured or
confident the administration
may be about either the extent
of drug use here or the efficacy
of its policies, we must and we
will examine thoroughly the
question of drug use on this
campus. We will examine selfcritically our substance abuse
policies — from education to enforcement. We are investigating
with open eyes, ears, and minds
— with the well-being of the
student body our foremost concern. If in the wake of a tragedy
that has claimed a young man's
life we uncover something that
points to a more serious issue
than has been identified previously and reflected in the
College's strategies, practices
and policies, we will deal with
this — not hide from it.
I said further that we welcome student -p&ttisiiPlitiB&jio
the review and dialogue ana are
sec STUDENTS on page five

Dedication An Important
Admissions Consideration

tion entails and what it does
not. Ignore for the moment speFeatures Editor
cific admissions cases that arise
from athletic recruiting, for critAt their February meeting, ics will often point to certain
the faculty of Amherst College students, or groups of students,
While many people drank beer at these "pre- was
presented with a motion when formulating arguments
parties," many others drank hard alcohol At proposed by Associate Professor against athletic recruiting. Inthe same time an interesting statistic was of French Paul Rockwell that stead focus on the general phifaculty of Amherst College losophy inherent within
developing: the number of people becoming "the
does not value the competitive- Professor Rockwell's motion:
truly sick as a result of intoxication was ness of its athletic teams at the scholastic aptitude and acaexpense of the academic qual- demic performance are by far
increasing.
ity of each matriculating class." and away the most important,
The faculty tabled the meeting if not the only, raison d'etre for
edy the next day, I immediately same time an interesting statis- until a committee could be the liberal arts college. If that
decided to scrap the article. tic was'developing: the number formed to study the issue. It is were truly the case, then 1 would
"There is no reason to throw salt' of people becoming truly sick as likely that the issue will be * recommend that he also propose a motion to change
on new wounds," I thought to a result of intoxication was in- voted on next fall.
myself. Nevertheless, the more creasing.
The role that athletic ability Amherst's name from Amherst
1 thought about it, the more I
Then, early this school year, plays in the admissions process College to Amherst Think Tank.
came around to the same con- the first great tragedy occurred. is a contentious issue, not just at For while academic aptitude
clusion: we must open a dialog Henry Ortiz, was at a "pre Amherst, but at virtually every and performance are clearly
about this subject before sorne- party" prior to going over to thi one of the nation's top colleges central to the liberal arts educaone else gets hurt or killed. Asa non-alcoholic party in the and universities, Trinity in- tion, the development of wellresult, a couple of days later I sat. Washington room. According cluded. As an Amherst faculty rounded individuals whostrive
down and revised my article.
to those who knew him, he split over Professor Rockwell's for excellence in a variety of
drank
a good deal of hard alco
motion formulates lines of ar- fields and who are, after graduNow I want to begin by saygument in preparation for next ation, prepared to pursue career
ing that Lin no way intend.to hoi with the sole intention o
point fingers at anyone on cam- getting drunk prior to going fall's vote, Amherst will likely and citizenship with the same
is the true
pus: be it the administration or see RESTRICTIVE on page si, become a test-case studied by ambition and drive
st
purpose
of
the
21
century
libother liberal arts colleges that
.
wish to redefine stances on ath- eral arts college.
letic recruitment within the adAthletes, by nature, are comLetters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Frimissions process..
It is mitted to excellence within
day before publication. Letters should be addressed to the Editor, not a
important for those members of their sports; just as concert piaparticular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be pubthe Trinity community who are nists are committed to excellished. However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The
concerned about this issue to lence within their field, and
Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by. the editors to be an atfollow what is going on at aspiring actors are committed
tack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinAmherst, so as to clarify posi- to excellence within the theater.
ions expressed will be given a forum.
tions on this issue at our own The primary goal of Trinity's
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necesschool.
sarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod. The editors of The
Admissions Office is to create
Tripod reserve the right to edit alHetters for clarity or brevity.
It is my opinion that when incoming classes that are filled
;
"•
Letters may be submitted via:
:
Professor
Rockwell proposed with students who are commitr
'CAMPUS MAIL: BOX 702582 • E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
this
motion,
He betrayed a com- ted to the pursuit of excellence
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
;
plete lack of understanding of in a variety of fields, in addition
what a true liberal arts educa- ' to academics. If Admissions
B Y JAMES CABOT

fails in this mission, then the
result is classes that are filled
with academically successful
students who do not possess the
diversity of talents and interests
that so enrich Trinity.
It is often said that students
learn as much outside of the
classroom from each other as
they do in the classroom. 1 agree
with this statement. I learn as
much about how to successfully approach life after school,
and about the pursuit of excellence, from watching Amy Williams practice for a theatrical
performance, or. Marcus Cowie
prepare for the squash season
(this is not to say that Williams
and Cowie would not be at Trinity without the help of their
special skills - they're both
wicked smaht, as they say in
Boston).
An inherent difficulty with .
Professor Rockwell's motion is
that, if a school does not want
to take outstanding athletic
ability into account, then it is
hardly just to take musical, theatrical, artistic, literary or any
other sort of talent into account.
If special emphasis is given to
an applicant's talent as a concert
pianist, then special emphasis
must also be given to an
applicant's success and potential in athletics.
In. conclusion, I urge all who
care to closely follow everything
that is going on at Amherst. I
hope, however, that Trinity wil 1
remain committed to attracting
those who show potential for
excellence in the classroom, on
the playing field; on the stage,
and so on:

m
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Students and Administration Need to
Share R esponse andR eactions
continued from page four
demand would be, in my view,
pleased — but not surprised —•». to rush to judgment. Such asserthat students themselves are tions most likely would be
taking a lead inexamining their based on what one may have
own attitudes and behaviors. At read or heard, rather than on
the end of the day, there are conversations with those whose
some things a college adminis- responsibility, goal and comtration can control and others — mitment it is to confront these
such as the choices people make issues.
— it cannot (and would not). We
I said above (and to reporters)
will learn everything we can that our substance abuse educafrom this tragedy, and we have tion begins before first-year stugreat confidence in our students dents take their first class. 1
to learn all that they can. As a might add and emphasize here
college community, we will that, while our policies undergo
come together around these les- regular, periodic review as a
sons and take all appropriate matter or course, an in-depth
steps to guard against another examination of drug abuse and
other policies began virtually
such tragedy in the future.
That last phrase made its the moment we learned that
way into the final Courant one of our students had died
and several of his roommates
story, but so much else didn't.
Based on what has been re- were hospitalized. This is — in
ported by the media, there will addition to being a human tragbe some who say the College ap- edy that has saddened us indipears to be more concerned vidually and as a community —
with external issues than with a very serious matter for Trinity.
internal issues in the aftermath For our college, a dreaded posof a tragedy that has shocked sibility became reality, and it is
and shaken this campus. Both a reality we will deal with seriare important. No one can ar- ously, sensibly, and with both
gue convincingly that there are sensitivity and a sense of urgency. I am confident all of us
not critical external and public
— administrative staff, faculty
relations issues for the College
members, students—will rise to
to deal with at times such as the challenge before us as a
these. But to believe or assert community.
that the fundamentally important (and in the long term much
more critical) internal issues are
Linda S. Campanella
less important or are not receivSenior Vice President
ing the priority attention they
Operations and Planning
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Ignorance Root of Problems
By
Opinion Writer

When I first heard about the
tragedy on campus during
Spring Break, my initial reaction was that what happened
was almost inevitable, a reaction which is due partly to my
experiences while here at Trinity. The students involved simply made a few bad decisions
with a very unforgiving habit
and paid dearly for their mistakes. I believe that the fault
cannot truly be attributed to
any
facet
of
the
administration's drug and alcohol policy; it is more a problem of the general lack of
knowledge about drugs in general, especially information on
the dangers of misuse of prescription drugs.
The influence of increased
use of prescription drugs for
treatment of ADD and other
such disorders means these
drugs are very common in day
to day life on campus. It is very
easy to get access to these
drugs, as many people who go
here can acquire them legally.
The fact that prescriptions are
common has altered people's
perception of these drugs, creating the illusion that these
drugs are less harmful than
their illegal counterparts. This
is often very far from the truth,
especially when dealing with
drug interactions, which are
very common with antide-

s|? ressants.

This sort of, infor-,,
mation is crucial in avoiding ~
tragedies such the one which
occurred on the 17lh of March.
The drug education I have
received from Trinity has been
rather scarce, usually the same
old information on better
known street drugs that has
been hammered into my head
since high school. This is accepted and acknowledged by
the general populace, while
those who use these drugs usually disregard this information
as government anti-drug propaganda, as the information
tends to be very biased, with
little or no objective facts or
references. The trouble is the
latter type of person would

sort, w-r
'tf«! dfoieetivit
mation suspect. Much of the
information nowadays is
reached via the medium of the
Internet, which is a mixed
blessing. While information is
plentiful, it is very hard to separate fact from fiction, and the
usual myths and rumors are
still present. The government
has also responded to drug information sites with new laws
that will make such information illegal; this move was initiated to help stop the spread of
information on crystal meth,
which is a big problem all over
the United States.
While lack of information
on substances is a large part of

It is more a problem of the general lack of
knowledge about drugs in general, especially
information on the dangers of misuse of
prescription drugs.
benefit tremendously from ob- the cause of the recent tragedy,
jective and comprehensive in- another very important factor
formation, as it would reduce is that the students involved
risks involved with theses sub- clearly had substance abuse
stances and present the user problems, and these were not
with an exact idea of what he noticed or any cause for alarm
or she is about to do to them- until it was too late. Whether
selves by taking such drugs, the drugs are legal or illegal
which will often make them can be null point when they
reconsider their position. Un- are done to excess. In these
fortunately, due to the illegal- cases it is up to the person to
ity of these substances and the realize they have a problem
taboo that hovers around them, and deal with it, and the comit is hard to find such informa- munity has a responsibility to
tion and pro-drug zealots of ten help them get back on their
write much of the information fe

Riskier Than You Think: Chances of Beating the
Odds Not Quite as Simple as the Numbers Seem

long-term chances.
"But not me," you say. "Sure,
Associate Professor
I've taken some risks. But it's alof Philosophy
ways come out OK. I know my
limits and I never - well, OK,
Invincible youth. From rarely - push beyond them."
Let's see. Take, for example,
Keanu Reeves to ESPN to
gap.com, we see every day the bungee jumping. Let's suppose
image of the under-thirty set that 99 out of 100 bungee
overachieving in physical jumps occur without injury.
prowess, snatching the un- On this assumption of 99%
safety, what are
your chances
of completing
ten
jumps
without injur. \ Different e of Degrees
ing yourself in
any of them?
likely victory by the combined Take a minute to think about it,
powers of stamina, wit, chutz- or, even better, write down your
pah, and just plain being best guess.
Now change the assumption
young. The image is unreal but
nonetheless compelling, until just a bit: Suppose bungee
something happens to burst jumping is safe 19 out of 20
the bubble. On this campus jumps, or 95%. Now what are
the bubble exploded with the the odds that you'll complete
death of josh Doroff. Every ten jumps without injury?
Now suppose it is just a bit
member of our community
has his or her moral to draw, be- less safe. Suppose that nine out
ginning with the emphatic re- of ten jumps proceed without
alization that the gallon of injury, or 90%. Now what are
blood that flows through our your chances of being safe for
veins can quickly absorb a fa- ten jumps?
99%, 95%, and even 90% seem
tal dose of any of many substances, alcohol included, and like excellent odds, better for
that combining drugs magni- betting on than anything down
fies their death potential. All at Foxwoods. But looking over
but the very foolish knew this ten jumps reveals a very different picture. Even if each indialready.
, What is less well understood vidual jump is 99% safe, your
is the dangerous way that risk chance of making through all
accumulates over repeat per- ten without injury is about
formances of actions that each 90%.
It gets worse, fast. Even if
seem quite safe. Many psychological studies have shown that each individual jump is 95%
most people are dramatically safe, you'll make it through ten
overconfident about their own jumps without injury only 60%
BY D A N LLOYD

Faculty Views

of the time. And the still "safe"
bet of 90% will leave you more
likely than not injured sometime in your ten jumps. Your
odds then of making it unscathed are only 35%. Or, in
other words, you are twice as
likely to be injured than not
during ten jumps.
To see the logic of these numbers, just think of coin tosses.
For every individual toss, the
odds are 50/50. What are the
chances of two heads in a row?
The first flip comes up heads
half the time, the second comes
up heads half of that. That is,
we just multiply the probabilities as we add each flip. Three
flips will all come: up heads .5
x .5 x .5 or 12.5% of the time. The
probability of ten heads in a
row is a bare .00098, or
00.098%. Now suppose the
coin toss represents some very
risky behavior, say, Russian
roulette with three bullets in
the revolver. Even though each
turn has a 50% chance of survival, your chance of surviving
even six turns is less than 2%.
These ratios of risk and repetition are plain facts. You don't
have to make any pessimistic
assumptions, or massage any
numbers, to discover them.
The big picture is in the graph.
It shows that very safe activities (99% and above) accumulate risk slowly. But with even
a bit more risk, just a few percent, the cumulative risk over
time rapidly compounds.
Life entails risk, and life
without risk would be pale and
timid. But the big risks that reward even in failure are risks of

all also known the relief and
feeling of triumph of coming
out unscathed, yet again. We
all feel lucky. But the next time
you look to luck to carry you
through, the next time the
what-the-hell-why-not is
upon you, the next time you feel
as invincible as a movie god,
ask yourself whether you really
want to roll those dice... again.

mind and heart. In an endeavor
of mind, even the pain of failure bears inside it that spark of
wisdom and hope for the next
time. The other kind of risk, the
wager of a life, leaves nothing
behind but ashes.
We have all stood on the
cliff's edge, and felt the giddiness of danger, of not knowing
what will happen, and we have
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Member of Academic Freedom Committee
ClarifiesQuotation WM Purpose
freedom policies and procedures which
guarantee the same kinds of rights and
My colleagues and I on the faculty's protections that the faculty has in place
Academic Freedom Committee were for itself.
very happy to be invited to discuss matThe ideal, as the article rightly conters of common concern with a number cludes, is "an academic freedom policy
of students on March 9, and to see this written by students for students." All of
conversation reported on page 8 of the us on the faculty Academic Freedom
March 14 Tripod. As the article correctly Committee are eager to be of whatever
implies, and as our Faculty Manual help we can in encouraging this initiastates, "The '1940 Statement of Principles tive, and in working on the process with
To the Editor:

...to encourage interested students to take the question
beyond where it was left last week.

ify has been increasing at an
alarming rate, Recently police officers who shot
at Amadou Diallo 41 times (lilting him 19 times),
as he reached for his wallet, were aquitted of any
wrong doing. To learn more about police
brutality visit www.coperimes»com

on Academic Freedom and Tenure' of the
American Association of University Professors is a satisfactory expression of the
College's position on academic freedom"
(page B.l-1), and it "has been adopted by
Trinity College as its own position" (page
26-1). The matter of academic freedom
for students is of documented concern
to the AAUP, and that is why, in part, the
Academic Freedom Committee acceded
to Prof. Thornton's request that we conduct an inquiry into the suppression of
the posters in her Political Science course
last Fall (full discussion in previous issues of the Tripod).
The March 14 article however attributes a quotation to me that may have
been garbled in the transmission, and I
would like to clarify my remark here, not
only for the sake of factual accuracy, but
more importantly to encourage interested students to take the question beyond where it was left last week. I am
quoted as having said, "what is worth
aiming for is. some system where the faculty grants students the same academic
freedom granted to the administration."
That is not what I said: the student body
certainly does not depend on the faculty
to "grant" it its academic freedom, any
more than does the administration.
What 1 wanted to stress was (a) that
the student body should have absolutely
no interest in having either the faculty
or the administration develop an academic freedom policy for it, and (b) that
what the student body should aim for is
the development for itself of academic

any concerned students.
Sincerely,
K. Lloyd-Jones
Chairman, Dept of Modern Languages

Accolades Appropriate
for the Tripod and Its
Arts Editors, Writers
To the Editor:
I have just now had the chance to read
Micah Cogen's article published in the
March 14 edition of the Tripod on Huw
Lewis who gave an organ recital on
March 12. 1 want to compliment you on
the great job you did with the review and you're right, it's too bad not more students take advantage of hearing such
performances and others like it on campus. You and your co-editor, Amy
Buehner have really done thevtripod
proud with your articles as Arts editors.
It is greatly appreciated.
In addition, I want to express to all the
Tripod staff during this academic year
what a simply terrific job you have all
done with making the Tripod a' viable
communication tool for the campus.
Kudos to you all!
Sincerely
Donna Swols
Chapel Assistant

Restrictive Alcohol Policy Creates Problems
When We Need to Focus on Solving Problems
continued from page four
over. By the time he got to Mather, he was
very intoxicated. The rest of the tragic
story we all know too well. The events
of two weeks ago, while substantially
different, were a result of the same thing:

I am not arguing that the college
should allow all forms of alcohol to be
consumed atschool functions. It is without a doubt that hard alcohol, specifically vodka and grain alcohol, can do
extremely harmful things to one's body.

Trinity is by no means a campus which
It should be noted that some on the
one must drive around: there is noth- campus are attempting to change this
ing, including the campus bar, that nec- situation. President Dobelle needs to be
essarily mandates one driving.
commended for his attempts to lower
At the same time, Trinity should put the age limit for beer to 18 on College
in some preventive measures to reduce campuses. Nevertheless, I do not think
the possibilities of abuse of a more le- that Connecticut is going to pass a law
Creating laws that prohibit the consumption of alcohol nient alcohol policy. Since the college that benefits only those affluent
keeps records of everybody's enough to go to college. Such an aton campus accomplishes nothing other than forcing already
birthday, I don't see why the school tempt would only be successful if it
students to drink hard alcohol prior to going out or forcing couldn't keep tabs on whether some- fought for the rights of all those over 18
body had been caught breaking the as opposed to those who are rich enough
them off campus
rules. Particularly, I believe that any- to attend college.
body caught drunk driving around
In the end, we must all be wary about
students wanting to have a good time Nevertheless, I challenge anyone to find campus, or getting into fights and van- jumping to quick conclusions, whether
and taking it too far.
a case of someone bei ng taken to the hos- dalizing school property as a result of it be concerning the actual events of two
Considering events such as these, it is pital for drinking beer except in cases of alcohol should be punished by remov- weeks ago, or what to do as a result of
easy to jump to the conclusion that the massive binge drinking. Since beer has ing their campus-wide drinking rights. them. A death, no matter what the circampus should go completely dry. On a a relatively low alcohol content, only
Along these same lines, students have cumstances, is tragic. The fact that there
dry campus, technically speaking, no about 5% per serving, one would feel like a role to play in making sure more tragic is only a few weeks left until graduation
one can get drunk, and consequently, no they were going to explode prior to ever
one gets hurt. In my estimation, this con- reaching the point that they needed
The traditional argument concludes that the drinking age
clusion is a complete fallacy. College stu- medical care. No one has ever perished
must be 21 or else you would have massive numbers of
dents are going to drink regardless of as'a direct result (i.e. excluding car acciwhat the administration tries to do to dents, and other "non-direct" issues) of
late teenagers driving drunk
-stop them. Creating laws that prohibit drinking beer. One may have a bad hangthe consumption of alcohol on campus over, but in the end a headache never
events don't happen. I am aware that it makes this loss particularly painful.
accomplishes nothing other than forcing killed anyone.
is particularly difficult to tell a peer to Nevertheless, using it as a reason to furstudents to drink hard alcohol prior to
The traditional argument concludes slow down, but we as students must be- ther prohibition on campus is wrong. If
going out or forcing them off campus. If
that the drinking age must be 21 or else gin to take the responsibility to police that is the lesson which the administrathe first route is taken by students, it is
you would have massive numbersef late ourselves. If you see someone who looks tion takes from it, the only result will
likely that they will end up in the hoslike they need help, don't just walk by be more people getting hurt. I remain
pital, while the second course will likely teenagers driving drunk. While there is
and laugh, figure out what is wrong and confident that no one wants this to hapa
good
deal
of
validity
in
this
argument,
end up with a car accident.
pen.
.
it has little application to this institution. if you can, try to offer assistance.
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Politically Incorrect Gender Stereotypes Still Rampant
Even in the Most
To the Editor:
1

I fly Southwest Airlines because it's cheap. (Actually, it's
free; my father thoughtfully
spends half his life on airplanes
between Austin, Dallas, and
Houston, so that I can fly for
nothing.) Despite the financial
benefits, however, there is a major drawback (other than the
possibility of death) in selecting
Southwest — their "award-winning hospitality." Anyone who
has ever flown Southwest
knows what I'm talking about.
As part of their friendly Texan
image, the airline allows and

what Northeasterners do with
all those swimming pools, I was
not surprised to hear a perky
voice blasted over the speakers
— "I'm in a good mood, how
about some games?!" Cringing,
I closed my eyes to go to my
happy place until the merriment ran its course, but hard as
I tried, I couldn't tune out.
Each female competitor, the
attendant gleefully instructed,
was to apply fresh lipstick to
her lips and then place a kiss,
along with her row and seat
number, on a cocktail napkin.
The napkins were then to be
passed around to male passen-

Of course no insult against men or women
was intended; sadly, none of the contestants
seemed to feel pressured or uncomfortable,
let alone offended.
even presumably encourages its
flight attendants to go beyond
merely serving the expressed
needs of the passengers to actually engaging and entertaining
them. So during a flight it is not
unusual for the attendants to
sing and tell jokes over the intercom or strike up a conversation
with
individual
passengers. This is bad enough,
but on my last flight we were
subjected to cabin-wide participation in some sort of bizarre
game from which I am still reeling.
Now, as 1 stated before, 1
apt to happen on a Southwest
jet. Usually I make an effort to
suspend my comfortable alienation from those I don't know
during air travel, to bear in
mind that other passengers welcome such interaction, and to
permit such foolishness without expressing whatever harsh
judgments may flow unbidden
from my soul. But this time, I'm
afraid, they went too far.
As 1 was heading home to
Texas for Spring Break, looking
out my window and wondering

gers who would determine the
"sexiest kiss." The criterion for
the male participants was quite
different — the men were instructed to pull out all of their
credit cards, and the one with
the most took home the prize
(fifteen was the winning number).
You don't have to have even
earned a C in Women's Studies
101 to detect the stereotypes.
Female participation was based
on sexual appeal as judged by
the opposite sex, while males
were recognized for financial
status. The females' reward was
iORtiBgen t on approval from
males (actually the reward was
approval from males), while the
men were objectively judged
against each other based on
money-making success. (Or at
least perceived money-making
success. Fortunately, not all the
guys had their tax returns on
board.)
Of course no insult against
men or women was intended;
sadly, none of the contestants
seemed to feel pressured or uncomfortable, let alone offended.
And I don't I think it likely that

the ringleaders consciously
acted to further inequality between the sexes. These are, after
all,
the
former
"stewardesses," whose forebears
lay down their careers so that
"flight attendants" wouldn't
have to wear hot pants on the
job. But isn't that the problem?
The seemingly harmless game
that perfectly reflected outdated (or supposedly outdated)
stereotypes was orchestrated
by individuals who are presumably well aware of and sensitive to current gender issues.
Are the standards in these
"games" just left over from prefeminist times, or are they a
new, more lighthearted way of
reveling in conventions that are
no longer politically correct,
but still make us comfortable?
Perhaps 1 should be writing
a complaint to the airline, but
I'm not interested in an apologetic form letter or some free
flyer miles (unless they can be
applied toward a special nojokes/no-games flight). I just
want people to notice when
things like this happen, and to
think what it means when everyone, for the most part, finds
demeaning stereotypes acceptable, even fun. If we become
more aware and thoughtful
about what we say, perhaps
we'll be able to more accurately
determine the implications and
consequences of seemingly
harmless pastimes and sentiAnd maybe next time I'm
subjected to the antics of bored
attendants on a long flight
home, I'll be prepared, and I'll
take that napkin and a tube of
Berry Blush, and tell them exactly where they can stick their
award-winning hospitality.
And anyway, having a pocketful of credit cardsdoesn't mean
you can pay the bills.
Sincerely,
Emily Wade '01
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Let's Avoid Being
Too Reactionary
BY RICHARD DOWNE

Online Editor

These days everyone is discussing the "out of control situation" with drugs on campus. 1
believe to a certain extent they
are looking for someone to
blame in the wake of what is a
terrible tragedy. Yet I cannot
help my belief that this is not
heading in entirely the right direction. "
This is a bad time to push
politics, so 1 won't.
But let me give a few examples: within days of our return from Spring Break, SGA
had invited the campus to discuss substance abuse in a cheerfully presumptuous forum
created for God knows what. It
was advertised in such a way
that Joe Reynolds had to go back

the way drug laws in this country have helped to reduce drug
abuse and drug related death.
The fact is that attempting to
control this type of situation
only results in pushing it further behind closed doors. I don't
believe that people should be
out on the lawn getting high all
the time. But a quick look at the
effects of the "war on drugs" in
this country speaks for itself: the
harder we try to jail drug offenders in this country, the more
professional the marketers and
traffickers become. The purity
soars through the roof.
Perhaps most dangerous of
all is the breach of trust that is
caused. This ultimately causes
rates of drug use to skyrocket
because the legal establishment
loses all credibility. As much as
many of us love to blame
George Bush and the CIA for the

People flip out when things go wrong.
Everyone wants to find an answer.
with a second QP to apologize
for the way in which the topic
was presented.
Tonight, at dinner, there was
a table distributing surveys
about the topic of alcohol. I understand that binge drinking
and alcohol abuse are hot issues
nationally and even around
campus, but I can't help believing that this all in some way
draws on the events of the past
And granted it's natural toreact like this. People flip out
when things go wrong. Everyone wants to find an answer.
The problem is, the most obvious answer is the easiest one
to jump to. It only seems too
obvious that the campus needs
more control on drugs and alcohol. After all, if the administration punished students in
addition to how the law already
punishes them for this type of
behavior, wouldn't students
stop altogether? I mean, look at

80s crack epidemics, the fact
remains that the medical establishment tried to warn the
populace of the danger of crack.
However, as a result of years of
attempting to criminalize drug
users, no one within the drug
culture really listened. Largely
African American lower income urban areas were hit the
hardest not because of the CIA
marketing drugs that already
would have been marketed by
other dealers, but because a sector of the population who, over
the years, had lost any reason to
trust the legal and medical establishments, ignored the. very
people that would try to warn
t
h
e
m
.
Thus I ask that we tread very
carefully in terms of reaction to
this whole series of events. The
last thing we want to do is create an environment where we
cannot trust the people charged
with looking out for our best
interest.

Maitland's Office Open for All Students' Needs and Questions
Dear Students,

:

I am writing to introduce
myself and let you know how
you can use my office'and services. I have recently arrived
at Trinity College from
Fairfield University to continue and expand the health
education services to the students. Therefore, my office is
open to all students who are
seeking information regarding
a multitude of health issues.
Please stop by my office if you
need information for a class
project, a presentation or just
for your own, on STDs, general
wellness, alcohol or drugs, or
other health topics. My office
is in Wheaton 115. You can
come in two ways; either
through the Wheaton residence hall entrance, take a
right, through a door and my
office is there, or you can come
through Health Services. My
phone number is extension
2018 and my e-mail is
Nancy.Maitland@trincoll.edu.
You may have already received some information from

my office sueh as the Health
Bulletin in your mail after
Spring Break, the QP regarding
ecstasy, the Wellness Tip of the
Week and the Spring Break
Newsletter. Information like
this will continue, but if you
have any topic ideas or ways
you would like to receive the
information, feel free to give me
a call. 1 know you are all very
busy with your studies, so my
hope is to provide this education to you without making it
time-consuming on your part.
I know we are all recovering
from the loss of Josh, and while
I never had the opportunity to
meet him, I can appreciate the
grief you must be feeling.
Therefore I feel it would be
most appropriate to take this
opportunity to assist all of you
with information about where
you can go for help'for substance use and/or to help you
deal with your grief. The resources at the bottom of this
letter are provided to make you
aware that you do not have to
face any struggle by yourself. I
encourage you to take advan-

tage of these resources. I am
very excited about working
here at Trinity and getting to
know as many of you as possible. Until we meet, take care.
Sincerely,
Nancy Maitland, M.A.
Resources for Information:
Counseling Services
ext. 2145
Chaplain
ext 2012
Dean of Student Offices
ext 2156
Health Services
ext. 2018
Residence Life
ext. 2305
Anne Parente, LCSW
West Hartford Counseling
Center
233-4930

Institute of Living (Alcohol
& Drugs)
545-7200
Alcoholics Anonymous
860-646-2355
1-800-DRUGHELP
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The Beat
Responsible Adults at Play
On April 1 at midnight, Campus Safety responded to a
disturbance call at Clemens Dormitory. The officers found
two intoxicated students and a verbal altercation ensued.
The fight was broken up and there were no injuries.

Where Have You Been for
Two Months?
A resident of High Rise Dormitory just noticed a continuous theft that has occurred over a two-month period
in her room. $200 - $300 worth of food, $200 worth of
movies, $200 worth of make up, and a $100 pair of pants
was reported missing. The occupant was not sure if someone had been given her code. The resident's code has been
changed.

Freshmen drinkf!
Campus Safety responded tojarvis A Dormitory at 3:55
AM on April 2 and found an intoxicated student on the
floor. TCERT was called, and along with Campus Safety,
provided first aid. The student was treated and released
from Hartford Hospital.

Time to Go Back t o FM Radio
A car was broken into sometime on April 1 or April 2 on
Summit Street. The break-in was discovered on April 2 at
9.00 AM. The -window was smashed on the driver's side,
and a $150 CD player was removed from the glove compartment. The crime was reported to the Hartford Police.

Where Have You Been for
Two Weeks?
The tires were slashed on a Ford Taurus parked on Summit Street sometime between March 14 and 31. The Hartford Police and Campus Safety are investigating. Patrols
in the area have been stepped up.
Compiledjrom Campus Safety reports

Congratulations to the Spring Phi
Beta Kappa Initiates:
Matthew CBertuzzi
Peter B. Collins
Kristin M. Delaney
Shane D.Dixon
Jessica A. Holland
Claudia L. Keeley
Despina Konstantinides
Amanda L. lydon
Stephen F. McFarland
John R. Miecznikowski
Mary Elizabeth Miller
Amy E. Schoenfeld
Laura J.Vangsness
Kelly A. Ward
Katherine p. Woodcock
Mi KyoungHanYbo
Catherine E.Zito
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Campus Reacts to Student Death
of the campus." Andy Robinson really sad and depressing."
Dr. William Church from the
'02 also expressed shock. "I
News Writer
didn't really believe it; that's chemistry department conpretty hard stuff."
curred: "It's a tragedy, a preventMany students stated that able tragedy." White said, "we
Joshua Doroff's drug related
death two weeks ago sent a this has been an issue for a sub- think they are invincible, I hear
ripple of commentary through stantial length of time. "I've things like 'it's just ecstasy' all
the students on the Trinity cam- known about [the drug scene] the time. We always think we're
pus. However, spring break gave for years," said Sarah White '00. in control; stuff like this doesn't
the community some time to "I wasn't surprised at all." happen to us. But it's not like
get over the initial shock and Edleman was "surprised that it that, it does, and everyone is still
reality of the situation to set in. didn't happen before. Drugs are making bad choices."
In general, students were sad- all over the place, even if you're
Marisa Lindsey '03 was andened and sorrowed to hear of not involved with them."
gered by the lack of student
Doroff's tragic death, but did
Students apparently felt that movement to deal with such a
not appear overly surprised by
the fact that it was drug-related
"... / wonder if there's a connection between
or that the extensive drug use
the wealth on this campus and types of drugs
on campus is beginning to rear
that show up." - Kim Edleman '00
its head.
Very few people seem to be
surprised by the fact that a stu- tragic and unfortunate, was a situation; "Ignoring it and saydent has died from a drug over- run-of-the-mill, unsurprising ing that it's not a problem won't
dose. "It was bound to happen," sort of occurrence, especially on help anything. This could and
commented Kim Edleman '00. a college campus. "I don't think probably will happen again,
"It's so sad and tragic that it did, Trinity's alone; there are always and everyone will act shocked
but it was going to."
drug related incidences on col- again. Deal with it now."
Amol Modi '03 stated, "Am I lege campuses," said Bob
"People are turning the other
surprised there was a death? Yes. McGovern '03.
cheek," said Coleman. "We do
Am I surprised it was drug-re"It's horrible to think that on have a problem here, [and] we
lated? No." More surprise this campus it's so easy to get need to deal with it."
seemed to spawn from the types your hands on it, but it is," stated
The one thing that was
of drugs that were involved. White. "Drugs are everywhere, agreed upon by all students was
"There's heroin on thiscampus?" but 1 wonder if there's a connec- that it was indeed a tragedy, and
questioned Margaret Laragy '03. tion between the wealth on this because it was preventable, ac"That scares me. That's serious campus and types of drugs that tion needs to be taken to be sure
stuff; it had never crossed my show
up," commented that it is prevented in future.
mind that people would be play- Edleman.
Dr. Church expressed hope
ing with something like that
At the same time, students "that the forums and groups
here."
expressed anger at the incident, that are generated by this are
There were a handful of stu"It never should have hap- productive, educational, and
dents that were shocked by the pened," commented White. "It enduring." Lindsey said, "We
entire situation.
was tragic and avoidable."
need to deal with why this hap"I think it surprised everyJen Schmultzer '00 held a pened and decrease the probone," stated Jeffrey Coleman '01. similar opinion: *lknew Josh.lt . ability" that it could happen
BY LISSY WOODHAMS

"It was a wake-up call to the rest

GHB, the
latest drug
danger on
college
campuses
(U-WIRE) TOLEDO, Ohio The drug GHB, a powerful central nervous system depressant,
has become popular at establishments on and around college campuses, forcing
Congress to tighten rules concerning the drug.
"GHB, which stands for
Gamma-HydroxyButyric, is a
tasteless, odorless and colorless
drug that is used in various
amounts to enable someone to
commit sexual assaults," said
Diane Docis, interim coordinator of the University of Toledo
sexual assault education and
prevention program.
Three Michigan men were
convicted of involuntary manslaughter March 14 for spiking
a 15-year-old girl's, drink with
GHB. The high school student,
who was given a Mountain Dew
containing the substance,
slipped into a coma and later.

was upsetting. I think it's just

again."

found in liquid form, but also
exists in powder and capsule
form, Docis said, adding that the
drug stays in one's system for a
maximum of 24 hours.
The drug's effects depend on
a person's physical makeup and
how much of the drug they have
taken, Docis said, adding that
only two or three drops of GHB
could make an average person.
feel strange.

containing a blue tinted liquid,
according to documents.
The Pennsylvania State Police
conducted an analysis of the
liquid seized and identified it as
GBL.
Centre County Drug Task
Force coordinator Scott Merrill
said GBL is metabolized into
gamma hydroxybutyric acid
(which police originally
thought was taken by the victims) once ingested into the
body. The substance then mimics GHB's effects.
Both substances are considered quick-acting central nervous system depressants,
meaning they give users an initial "euphoric experience,"
Zukauckas later said in an
interview with a detective that
he had brought the liquid,
which he identified as "Verve

Two men
charged for
drug
violations a t
Penn State U.
(U-WIRE) UNIVERSITY
PARK, Pa. Kenneth
Zukauckas, 22, and Stefan

OTHER SCHOOLS

Moye, 23, were charged with
distribution of a npncontrolled
substance that substantially resembles a controlled substance;
died.
. ' • • •
criminal conspiracy and reckAccording to the Drug En- lessly endangering another perforcement Administration, the son for providing gamma
drug is also known as Georgia butyrolactone to six people who
Home Boy, Goop, Gamma-oh, were attending a party on the
and Grievous Bodily Harm in 500 block of Holmes Street the
street use.
night before.
The street use of GHB was for
According to court documuscle building or to treat nar- ments, police responded to a 911
colepsy, a sleeping disorder, said call for a drug overdose at the
Docis, but is now being used for residence. Upon arrival, they
date rape purposes and for ob- found five people including
taining a high.
Zukauckas and Moye unconDocis'said the most impor- scious.
tant prevention is awareness of
After an initial investigation
how the drug is used and its ef- State College Police found a
fects. GHB is most commonly large, white, unmarked bottle.

5.0," to the residence and sold
about 10 half-capful dosages for
$5 each.

.

•••.,..

He also said he had purchased the liquid from an
Internet site about six weeks
earlier, according.to documents.
Zukauckas said Moye kept
taking the bottle from him, saying he would pay for any GBL
that was used, according to
documents.
Zukauckas also said Moye
had given the liquid to the first
girl who passed out.
Centre County District Attorney Ray Gricar said the two
could face imprisonment because they distributed the liquid as if it were GHB, a
controlled substance.
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Faculty To Vote On Midsession at Tuesday Meeting
New Proposal Suggests Mid-semester Long Weekend and Extra Reading Days Before Final Exams
BY DAN BERMAN

Editor-in-Chief

The faculty will vote Tuesday
afternoon on a plan to eliminate
Midsession and replace it with
an extended weekend in the
middle of each semester and
longer study periods before finals. If approved, the plan will
be considered by the Board of
Trustees Executive Committee
on April 14 in New York.
Judging that Reading Week
created a "general exodus from
campus" and that Midsession
was hated by students and faculty alike, the Curriculum committee instead created "Trinity
Days" - two-day periods in October and February where the
College remains in session, but
classes are suspended. Additionally, the plan provides for
extended study periods before
finals each semester, while still
allowing for Spring Weekend to
be held on the traditional final
weekend of April.
Unlike previous attempts at
calendar reform, this plan
schedules the mid-semester
break on Mondays and Tuesdays, leading to questions about
how effectively those days will
• be used.
The Curriculum Committee's
report stresses that the MondayTuesday "Trinity Days" should
not be viewed as a shorter
Midsession, but as a "useful
change in the pace of the semester and afford students sizable
blocks of time for reading and

reflection, preparation for midterm examinations, and sustained work on term papers,
theses, laboratory research, and
other projects for which such
unscheduled intervals are invaluable."

student activity, stating that "if
students choose to take a fourday weekend, that's the choice
they've made with this opportunity."
However, the plan does not
contain a longer Thanksgiving

The SGA plan created Tuesday
and Wednesday mid-semester
breaks as well as a week-long
Thanksgiving vacation. The
plan was discussed, but never
approved by the Curriculum
Committee and the faculty, and
it was rejected by the Trustees in
March.
Ward MacDonald '01, chair of
the SGA's Academic Affairs
Committee, called the new plan
"a great effort to incorporate the
highlights of our proposal," but
stressed the differences between
the SGA proposal (which is being modified) and the Curriculum Committee's plan, noting

"...if students choose to take a four-day
weekend, that's the choice they've made with
this opportunity." - Curriculum Committee
Chair Katherine Power

the SGA's plan has two more
break days each semester and a
Tuesday-Wednesday break
rather than a four-day weekend.
The Curriculum Committee
does have two SGA-approved
student
members, but
MacDonald stated that those
students are intended to report
back to the SGA and that the
SGA may choose to act independently of the Curriculum Committee. "If we decide not to'
endorse the Curriculum
Committee's calendar, there
will be two different calendars
to present to the trustees," said
MacDonald.

Even if students decide to use break than in past years, which
Trinity Days as a four-day week- was a hallmark of the Student
end, the Committee believes it Government Association plan.
is not cause for concern, calling
it a "reasonable price to pay for
providing serious and responsible students with a break in
routine to read and reflect, prepare for mid-terms, and work on
projects needing substantial
amounts of time."
In addition, the Committee
notes that Midsession-type assignments were disliked by students and faculty, and that it
would run counter to the purpose of Trinity Days for faculty
to "set heavy Midsession-like
requirements during Trinity
Days." Associate Professor of
Theatre and Dance Katharine
Power, Chair of the Curriculum
Committee, explained that
Trinity Days "is an opportunity
for something to happen that
can't happen with classes
scheduled throughout the day."
Power added that the com- Curriculum Committee Chair Professor Katherine Power will present the
mittee does not propose any proposal to the faculty on Tuesday.
Midsession-type monitoring of
i

This Week in
Career Senrices!
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Wednesday, April 5,2000
How to Get a Job on Wall Street

Resume Deadline

How to Get a Job
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Reception/Presentation

Hamlin Hall - 6:30 p.m.

Interview Date
Resume Deadline

Management Trainee (2000)
Network Security Specialists

Resume Deadline

Various Positions

Friday, April 7,2000
Town of Manchester
Community College of Baltimore County
VIediaEdge

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Various Positions .
Various Positions
Various Positions

Saturday, April 8,2000
Danvers Public Schools
FireCo
Plainville Community Schools

Interview Date
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Teacher
Immediate openings Sales
Teacher's Aides

Sunday, April 9,2000
City of Milwaukee

Resume Deadline.

Urban Forestry Intern

Monday, April 10,2000
Supreme Court of ..the United States
CARP
Reception withMitcheHMerin'75
MCAT Test Review

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Reception
•
Test Review ,

Friday, April 14,2000
The Everett Public Service
Internship Program

Resume Deadline

Various Positions

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Tuck Business Bridge Program
Information Technology Specialist

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Various Positions
Watershed Research Associates

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Pre-Service Science Teacher
Assistant to Publisher
Accountant

Thursday, April 6, 2000
Abercrombie & Fitch
Communities-Technical Colleges
Joan and Sanford I. Weill
Medical College of Cornell University

Saturday, April 15,2000
Tuck Business Program
U.S. Government Printing Office
The Everett Public Service
Internship Program
.;
Central Naugatuck Valley
Monday, April 17,2000
University of Connecticut Health Center
KMWM
National Science Foundation

-

'

'
:

Teaching

Mitchell Merin 7 5
Reception

. library Assistant
Driver
Smith House, Mason Room - 5:30 p.m.
Seabury 1 6 - 5:30 p.m.

'••'•'

Advertlsiiig

Education

For more information on any of the above-listed events, go to http://www.trincolUdu/-<career/and click on Trinity Recruiting.
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Trinity Students Attend Media Seminar In Paris
Northwestern University and the American University of Paris Host Student Journalists in France
>•** B Y BETH GILLIGAN
f

- AND RENAY S M A U C O M B

Tripod Staff
During the week of March 1925, Northwestern University
and the American University of
Paris co-hosted the fifth annual
International Media Seminar in
Paris, France. For the third year
in a row, a group of Trinity students ventured to the City of
Lights to represent our fine institution there. Tripod staff
members Beth Gilligan '01 and
Renay Smallcomb '01 were accompanied by Trincoll Journal
editors Amol Modi '03 and Scott
Susslin '01. Also in attendance
were roughly forty students
from Northwestern.
The seminar commenced on
Sunday, March 19 with an introduction and overview by Lee W.
Huebner, a Professor of Communication Studies and Journalism at Northwestern.
Huebner, a former Publisher of
the International Herald Tribune, and his wife Berna organized the program. However,
the real action began the follow-

ing day, with an opening speech
by William Pfaff, a Paris-based
globally syndicated political
columnist, The Los Angeles
Times Syndicate and the International Herald Tribune.
Author Polly Platt then proceeded to deliver a highly-animated lecture on cultural
differences between the French
and Americans. After lunch,
the students viewed a brief
video which satirized network
news coverage, presented by
television producer Pat Thompson. The conference attendees
were then treated to a lecture by
Maria Ginsburg, a Former Executive Producer at Gaumont
TV. Ginsburg candidly addressed both the personal and
professional aspects of being a
foreign correspondent. That
evening, the students wandered
over to the Huebner's flat for
some wining, dining, and journalism speeches. The following
morning was kicked off by an
enlightening talk by Alan
Riding, chief cultural correspondent (Europe) for The New
York Times. Riding addressed,
among other things, how to

Students from Trinity College and Northwestern University pose in front of the International
Herald Tribune office in Paris, France.

cover the cultural beat on a continental basis. For a slight
change of pace, Canadian Television correspondent Madeline
Czigler stopped in discuss her

work on the syndicated TV
show "Fashion File." The students then filed out of the university and onto the metro for a
tour of the United States Embassy.
Wednesday morning, New

noon was spent on a tour of the
International Herald Tribune.
Finally, Friday morning ten
students toured Radio France
International Studios. At night,
a few of the students also
headed over to Pat Thompson's

"Paris was a life-altering and highly enriching
experience" - Scott Susslin '01

BETH GILLIGAN

The students participating in the conference also had some time to do a bit of sightseeing.
Pictured here is Sacre Coeur.

York Times Paris Bureau Chief
Suzanne Daly spoke about how
a foreign correspondent operates in the 21st, Century... ..;
Former New York Times
photo editor John Morris then
put on a slide show of some of
the pictures he helped make famous during the twentieth century, followed by a lecture by
Ron Koven on Eastern Europe.
At night, the students attended
a roundtable Q&A session with
International and French journalists a the France-Amerique.
The theme of the conference
shifted towards the Internet on
Thursday as Ken Cukier of Red
Herring magazine gave a lecture on Europe, technology, and
journalism. Thursday after-

flat for a presentation by documentary
producer
Ben
Hamilton, who recently sued
The London Times for, libel [ He
and his lawyer, Tamsin Allen,
relayed the harrowing tale ol
taking on Rupert Murdoch and
trying to reclaim his reputation
as a journalist.
Overall, the conference was a
tremendous success. Well-organized, with a wide variety of
speakers and side trips, the
seminar gave the students a
multi-faceted view of the world
of journalism.
In summary, Scott Susslin remarked that "Paris was a life-altering and highly enriching
experience. I'll never forget it!
Thank you Trinity College!"

Panel on Campaign Finance Reform Kicks Off Series
The Speakers Series on Civic Engagement Discusses The Role of College Students in Civic Life
BY DANA BETTERTON

News Writer

The Speakers Series on Civic
Engagement held its first panel
discussion Monday night on
College student involvement in
Campaign Finance Reform and
Voter Education.
Sitting on the panel were
Rebecca Malberg, of the Connecticut Citizen Action Group,
Andrew Fleischmann, Connecticut State Representative,
Jon Prosnit '01, ConnPIRG intern for Voter Registration and
Miles Rappaport of Democracy
' 2000.
"Campaign Finance Reform
aims to provide an alternate
way for politicians to finance
their campaigns that would end
politicians' reliance on special
interest," began moderator Shannon Stormont '02, ConnPIRG
intern for Youth Vote 2000 and
Campaign Finance reform. She
went on to. state that campaign

finance reform would allow
politicians to start serving the
people, rather than focusing on
earning money.
Andrew Fleishmann, Representative for the 18th district
then spoke about the Campaign
Finance Reform bill, which will
be voted on in the House this
Wednesday. The bill would legislate a "Citizen's Election
Fund"; taxpayers would be able
to voluntarily check off $5 of
their existing tax liability to be
spent towards campaigns. The
bill also includes a "Citizen's
Election System," which would
allow candidates to raise funds
up to $500,000. Upon reaching
this sum, they would then be
awarded a grant worth $4 million. However, citizens can decide not to participate in this
system. In such a case, their
competitor would be provided
with matching funds to "level
the playing field."
Representative Fleishmann
then urged everyone to call,

email, and write their Hartford
representatives and senators,
urging them to support this bill.

Next to speak was Trinity Junior Jon Prosnit, who achieved
the shock-factor by saying that

Val Ramos introduces the panel at Monday night's
discussion.

"the results of youth voting are
pathetic," followed by the stagsee SERIES on page eleven
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Officials React To Drugs

continued from page ten
gering statistic that in Florida an advocacy center for demomore people over the age of 100 cratic ideals. Rappaport ascontinued from page one • vote, then those in the age group serted that it is an essential part
fear of disciplinary action.
18 through 22. Prosnit at- of the compact of registering to
"Our first response is not to tributes this problem not to vote that everyone's voices be
punish, but rather one of con- apathy, but to the lack of feel- heard. In reference to
cern," commented Dean of Stu- ing that each vote can make a fundraising efforts, Rappaport
difference. "It is getting harder said "at best it is a distortion,
dents Mary Thomas.
Dean Thomas and other and harder to say that your vote and at worst it is a mockery of
members of the administration does count," said Prosnit, citing democracy."
cited plans to research the drug the cause of this as the large
He cited that 50 to 70 percen t
situation, as well as plans to contributions made by corpora- of a politician's time is spent in
educate interested students tions and special interest fundraising efforts, and people
about the dangers of illegal and groups. Prosnit asserted that are not considered a serious
today's youth are more con- candidate if they cannot raise
prescription drugs.
In an interview last Friday, nected and more committed to money.
President Evan Dobelle said America, however, Prosnit conHe also noted that politicians
that did not believe that the
drug problem faced by Trinity
"There are very few races where the person
is unique to the college, "I don't
who spent the most money didn't win." want to say there is a drug probRebecca
Malberg of the Connecticut Citizen
lem. Drugs are everywhere.
This is a microcosm of America.
Action Group
Anything available out there is
available here." Dobelle went on tinued, "without campaign fi- cater towards those who can
to say that students should nance reform, we can continue give money more than those
know better than to mix drugs. cleaning up our rivers, but we who cannot, thus women and
"If you got admitted to Trinity, will never have the power to minorities often are not able to
you are not stupid," stated the make sure that our rivers aren't participate in that aspect of the
dirty."
president.
voting process. For example, in
Rebecca Malberg continued the 1994 gubernatorial camVice President of Operations
and
Planning
Linda the discussion, choosing to fo- paign, 75% of the contributions
Campanella commented, "It is cus on women and minorities. came from one-fifth of one pervery sad that this is a trend She noted that "there are very cent of the citizens of Connectifew races where the person who cut. "The system is tilted
story."
The St. Patrick's Day incident spent the most money didn't towards the concerns of people
here at Trinity is the latest in a win," and that women and mi- with money," Rappaport constring of drug-related incidents norities often have difficulty cluded, and urged that everyone
that have taken place on college raising that capital needed to support efforts to make the procampuses. The same week, two run the race, "This is a cycle that cess more fair. The series will
men at Penn State were charged needs to be broken, but we can have its next forum Tuesday,
April 4 with a discussion on
with distributing GHB respon- do it," Malberg concluded.
Last on the panel was Miles Renewing Democracy in the
sible for the overdose of a group
Rappapor t, of Dem ocracy 2000 Age of Sound Bytes.
of students at a party.

continued from page one
illegal with the knowledge that
the person, if it is a first offense,
will have no disciplinary problem at the College or be turned
over to criminal proceedings in
courts."
Dobelle believes that perhaps
everybody should get one
chance to make a serious mistake. He would like to develop
a system where students take
more responsibility in disciplinary proceedings on campus.
"By mid-fall of next year, we
may have a system in place that
has students more empowered
to control the civility on campus." In terms of future alterations to Trinity's current drug
policy, Dean of Students Mary
Thomas stated that the regulations would be reviewed.
"We are looking at the policy.
We will look at every part of the
issue, and if there is any lack of
clarity in the drug policy, we
will attempt to address it." She
also stated that the policy would
not be drastically changed.
The administration also asserts the fact that alcohol related incidents take up the
majority of disciplinary proceedings on campus.
According to the 1998 Core
Institute Survey, 71% percent of
Trinity students reported never
having tried hard drugs, and
67% stated that the Trinity campus atmosphere does not promote the use of hard drugs.
The percentage of those who
use alcohol, however, is much
higher this year, and has been
the main focus of the adminis-

tration up to this point. If the
school attempts to control
drugs more stringently, some
obstacles may arise.
"From a residential life perspective, drugs are very hard to
see or hear. With alcohol, you
hear people, and the clanging of
bottles. One can smell marijuana, but other drugs are very
hard to detect," said Amy
Howard, Director of Residential
Life. Charles Morris, Interim Director of Campus Safety, also
remarked about the difficulty of
detecting drags in a dorm setting. "When Campus Safety receives calls for medical
assistance, the only way we
know that drugs are involved is
if somebody tells us or if there
is some kind of tangible proof
at the scene."
' Doroff's death has brought
the question of a drug problem
to light on campus. "When a
student dies, we do have a drug
problem, and this is something
taken very seriously," said Senior Vice President of Operations and Planning Linda
Campanella.
"However, due to our quantitative data, it does not appear to
bea widespread drugproblem."
She stated that the administration is currently investigating
and they will keep their eyes
wide open.
Thomas summed up the
administration's course of action. "We have to make sure that
we are proceeding rapidly,
promptly, efficiently, but most
importantly, intelligently in our
response to this situation."

TOWN HALL MEETING
Violence in Our Community
Open Discussion
Tuesday, April ll r 2000
6:00 p.m.
Hamlin Hall
Dinner Provided
It's YOUR turn
to be heard!
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Trinity College Remembers New Director of Campus
Professor Manijeh Zavareerl Safety Hired by College

the inner campus and 1 will be analyzZavareei "loved what she did, she loved
BY TAUA KROHN
ing that as a first priority when I arrive
to teach, she loved to be a part of her stuNews Writer
there the end of April." He also intends
dents' lives," added Estrada.
to work closely with staff, students, and
Manijeh Zavareei had a "gift for bringLast week, the administration an- faculty in assessing the need for plans
ing people together," said President
Dobelle. "This gathering [memorial ser- nounced the hiring of Neil McLaughlin, and policies to improve safety on camvice] is her last gift," added Professor who, starting April 24, will become the pus. Thus far, he has already distributed
new Director of Campus Safety. a survey to members of the department
Janet Bauer.
Dobelle described her as "a jewel spar- McLaughlin, who will be leaving his of Campus Safety, stating that he intends
kling in our midst." Sharon Mierzwa also position as Director of the Office of Law to "use the results of that survey to forcommented that "her spirit will con- Enforcement Research and Develop- mulate plans for both the short term and
ment at the University of Missouri tojoin long range plan."
tinue into eternity."
He plans to form a Campus Security
Dr. Zavareei had such a profound in- the Trinity community, has previously
served as Director of the University Po- Advisory Board in which students, staff,
"[Manijeh] loved what she did, she loved to teach, she lice at the University of Missouri as well and faculty can share their concerns and
the director of Campus Safety and Se- suggestions regarding safety issues. He
loved to be a part of her students' lives" - Una Estrada, as
curity at Tuskegee University. While at has also gathered information regarding
former student
Tuskegee, McLaughlin was also elected safety needs on campus from students
president of the Alabama Association of and administrators through individual
f luence on the entire Trinity community Campus Law Enforcement Administra- meetings, and has received input from
colleagues, friends, and students."
One of the most admirable qualities of that it has been suggested that a more tors. McLaughlin is a presenter on secu- the Student Government Association as
Manijeh was the relationship she estab- permanent memorial be established as
an indication of thanks for all that she
lished with her students.
"1 ...firmly believe that collaboration and cooperation can
According to Una Estrada, a former has done.
solve the majority of challenges facing Trinity." - Campus
Janet Bauer proposes "a Persian Garstudent of Trinity College, Dr. Zavareei
was "more than a professor, she was a den in an appropriate place on campus Safety Director Neil McLaughlin
close friend... she made you want to do would be a fitting tribute that would
well, she had attention and patience," convey even to those who did not know rity and police matters such as the man- well. He stated that upon his arrival he
and she was always available to give her well a sense of who she was and the agement of individual and crowd behav- intends "to continue that process so that
special impact she had on others in the ior, racial profiling, victim advocacy, and the department can realistically assess
"emotional and personal guidance."
community policing. He also partici- the needs of Trinity and move forward
pates in the National Coalition Building to provide a safer environment."
"Her friendship was expansive, unconditional and
Institute, which is devoted to fostering
Optimistic about the future,
supportive..." - a friend, Sharon Mierzwa.
positive interactions among people from McLaughlin stated that "I am looking
diverse backgrounds.
forward to working with students, facNicknamed "the tiny educator," world."
Upon his arrival at the end of April, ulty and staff and firmly believe that
Zavareei taught with "a sense of rigor
The loss of Manijeh Zavareei was a Mr. McLaughlin has many plans to im- collaboration and cooperation can solve
and a sense of humor," said Diane shock to all, and deepest sympathies
prove the safety situation here at Trinity. the majority of challenges facing TrinZannoni, Professor of Economics. She have been extended to her husband, her
When asked how he would characterize ity". With his experience and expertise
was challenging, but fair, and was al- two sons, Walker and William, and the
ways willing to help her students under- rest of her family and friends by the Trin- the current safety situation, he stated in safety and security matters, as well as
that "...I've only had a brief look and will his enthusiastic and hopeful plans to
stand the material. She had a passion, ity Community.
need time to fully assess the situation. provide a safer environment on campus,
she always looked at how the world
In the words of Erika Wojnarowicz,
could be different, and in teaching, she Zavareei's "energy leaves and imprint on My impression is that there is a need for McLaughlin promises to be a great asset
greater foot and bike patrol coverage on to the Trinity community.
wanted to pass this along to her students. your heart and that doesn't die."
continued from page one
tor of the Department of Economics, said
that "all who had the privilege of knowing her were changed in some way."
Zavareei was a friend to all; she "deeply
honored humanity... and judged no one,"
added Wojnarowicz. "Her friendship
was expansive, unconditional, and
supponive...she was full of joy and understanding," said a friend, Sharon
Mierzwa. Dean of the Faculty Miller
Brown commented that Zavareei had a
"personal and sustained commitment to

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING PROGRAM
announces the 2000
TWELFTH ANNUAL

ALPHA DELTA PHI LITERARY PRIZE
GIVEN BY

THE PHI KAPPA EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.

$1,000
For an original prose fiction or creative non-fiction
manuscript by any. currently enrolled Trinity College
undergraduate or Individualized Degree Program student.
Prose drama is acceptable.
DEADLINE: Friday. April 7. 200(1
Eligibility
1.
Any woman or man currently enrolled as a Trinity
College undergraduate or Individualized Degree Program
student.
No graduate student ia eligible.
2.

Comptroller. State
surplus estimated
at $265 million
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) The state
budget surplus is estimated to Teach $265
million, but state Comptroller Nancy
Wyman criticized faulty budgeting
practices for draining excess revenue
from the state's coffers to meet ongoing
expenses. Monday's surplus projection is
up from $245 million in March. Revenues are expected to exceed originally
budgeted expenditures by more than
$405 million when the fiscal year ends
on June 30, Wyman said. But $140 mil-

debt for one-time projects, rather than
using that money to pay for ongoing
costs.

Thousands turn
out to welcome
returning champs
STORRS, Conn. (AP) - All over Connecticut on Monday, school principals
politely looked the other way as parents
pulled their kids out early for "dentist
appointments."
, About 5,000 fans turned out for a midafternoon rally at Gampel Pavilion to
help the Connecticut Huskies celebrate

The prize may be won only once by any contestant.

3. No fraternity or sorority membership la required. The
Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity will not participate in the
screening or judging process.
THIS CONTEST IS HOT TH3B
SAMS AS THB ALPHA DELTA PHI LITERARY COMPETITION.
EHTOT PROCBDPRES
1.
The

Maximum length of any single manuscripts
5,000 words.
covar sheet MUST indicate the total word count.

" 2. Manuscripts must be typewritten, double-spaced on 8
1/2 x 11" white paper, one side only, numbered
seijuentially. Do not submit original copy; submit only a
duplicate.
Photocopies acceptable.
3.
Include a cover sheet with title, genre (fiction, nonfiction, or drama), your name, campus box number, or
address, ana word count.
Staple together with
manuscript.—Manuscripts will not be returned, and the
decision of the judges is final.
*•
The, creative non-fiction should be nf apnm™}
interest and written for. the nature, well-educated reader
who does not need specialized knowledge to enHov it. Do
not submit expository
essays or annotated or footnoted
work.
S.
you nay submit as many entries in each category aa you
wish, but submit your best work. You may submit the s;
entries to thja contest that you submit to the other
Department of English contests.
However, the same entry
nay not win both prizes, although it is possible that the
same person might do so.
S.
Place your entries in the large cardboard box labelled
PHI KAPPA outside the door of Professor Lewis's office:
Room 310, Department o£ English, 115 Vernon street, no
later than KOOH. Friday, April 7, 2000. NO LATE ENTRIES
WILL BE ACCEPTED.
The winner will be announced on Honors Day, and the $1,000
Alpha Delta Phi Literary Prize will ba delivered to the
winning contestant during the ceremonies.

Hartford News

lion in unbudgeted spending has reduced the net surplus to the current projection, she said. Wyman said the state
should not build budgets that rely on
economic growth to stay in balance. She
said creating unrealistic spending plans
gives lawmakers the impression that the
state can increase spending and cut taxes
at the same time. "The state should not
be relying on excess revenue produced
by an overheated economy just to make
ends meet," Wyman said. "The taxpayers
who created this surplus deserve a budget that accurately reflects the cost of
running state government. Fortunately,
the economy has been producing
enough revenue to keep the budget in
balance." Marc Ryan, Gov. John G.
Rowland's budget director, said the state
can cover all but about $100 million in
tax cuts for next year. "That's not a large
percent of the budget," Ryan said. Ryan
said Rowland's plan is to use about 75
percent of the surplus to avoid going into

their second NCAA national championship in five years. The crowd was treated
to the highlights of Sunday night's 71-52
rout of perennial powerhouse Tennessee.
Their frenzy peaked as the team made
their way onto the floor, the scene of so
many other victories in the past few
years. UConn (36-1) has won seven
straight Big East titles and breezed
through this year's tournament. Coach
Geno Auriemma was able to play every
player on his bench in all six tournament
games. University President Philip Austin called the rally "an official reaffirmation of what we have known for a long
time we're Number One." It was the second straight year the state and campus
embraced a national champion. The
team was presented with NCAA trophy
and the Women's Coaches Basketball
Association trophy. Auriemma accepted
his AP Coach of the Year award. Earlier,
hundreds of fans greeted the team at Bradley International Airport.

#•

Large Cheese Piiza

$5.50

495 Farmington A?enie

m in

Monday Only!
Use your charge card

Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes

( Smmm
jfS
'

Medium 12U (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust * X-Large 20M (8slices) Thin Crust«Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust:
Medium.
Cheese
..;...$ 7.50
Veggie................
$10.00..
Sgt. Pepperoni Special....... $10.50
Additional Toppings.....
$ .50...

Large
.............$ 9.85
:
$14.85
$15.85
..$ 1.00

X-Large
,..$12.00
$17.50.................
$19.00-..
$ 1.50

Sicilian,
$13.00
$18.50 <
$20.00
...$ 1.50'

TOPPINGS: Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatball, yushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

.

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
8BG sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricolta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses, Wended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

Philly Cheese Steak
Phillyy Cheese Steak w/Bacon.
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana

$5.50
Catzone
.....$4.90
,.
$6.25 ' each additional filing
$ .50
$7.45 APPETIZERS
Buffalo Tenders
(6J for $5.75
$5.15
BuifaiG Wki0«4wW, hot or suicide),,....., ....(i2) fok$$M
Eggplant Pmm^^^^m^^^v^^
— —$545- Chicken
Fingers
,
$5,00
Meatball Parmigiana
„
..$5.15 Mozzarella Slicks
(7) (or $4.75
Veal Parmigiana
....:
$5.15 Onion Rings
$3,20
Sausage Parmigiana
..$5,15
French Fries
$2,65
Ham, Salami, Cheese
,
$5.40
Fries
•
,
$3JO
Ham & Cheese
$5.15 Cheese
for $2.50
Fried Dough
Turkey & Cheese
$5.15
for $2.50
Breadsticks
Tuna & Cheese
,
,...,...„ $5.15
Garlic Bread
,.„..,.,....„.,„..
$1.85
Veggie & Cheese
.,
,
$4.50 Garlic Bread w/cheese
$2.40
Pepperoni & Cheese
, $5.40 Chips
,..,...,.....,,,.......,...„....,..,....;......... $.50
Salami & Cheese
$4,90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese ,
;...;. ,.„ .--$5.65
;.„„•..............;.........
$4.05
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese „..
.,.,.„.„,.,.„„.„...„„„ $8.00 Tossed Sated
Antlpasto
Safad-..--.:.,:^:
.;.;
....:.,.
;.
.«...
.........-....».|§J5
: i
i i
i
BIT & Cheese.,..,.
,
,......,;
".. $4.25 Tuna Salad ,..,,,..,...,.«..
—
„
$S.75
Grilled Ham & Cheese
.....
, $4.90 Extra Dressing
„• -. .'
$,50

DINNERS

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, Italian, Fat Free Italian

served w/garlic bread w/cheese
* Lasagna * Manicotti * Ravioli»Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat-$1.00 extra)

DESSERTS'
Triple Chocolate Cake

SODAS (one liter)

41/ prices do not include tax,'
m

I

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

j

;•'. ' Mutt prwtitcoiipoa- Coupon cannot be owiblmscf,

^

,....41.60

mm

IUAV DOUGH FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD
'• A i
' with Anv Tarw Pi773 Ordpr«

•Witt Any Large nza» Order

$3.25

W1tn A

r

"> " S

erizza u r a e r

j

, UM Up. • •

Any Large Pizza or

Sicilian Pizza •

Mu«tpr«*itf«oupen-'Cou|

m 'mm

. FREE LITER OF SODA
with Any Large Pizza Order I
Mu«tpr«t»n! coupon • Coupon cannst ba combined
tawta
coupon eefm ordering.

Aaf Medium Pizza
Mo*{ ^f«ani coupon * Coupon esnnot be eombliwl.
Musi rwsiion coupon bafara oftftriRf .
«HWS mm

with purchase of any
large pizza
Musi pwssnt smpm - Cmpon mml be eontbtnsd.
Musi mention eouponiisfon ©rdsring
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Explaining The lilay The World Works
figuring out just how well every- the checkout counter. A box of
thing fits together on this Earth. all natural granola cereal with
And while God—or whom- fortified vitamins and some exever—may have been brilliant tra ginkgo biloba (Thank GocL.I
An old friend of mine, whose enough to give us an extra kid- was tired of all of those "other
main interest in life was science ney and to give birds the knowl- cereals" who shortchanged me
(I've since forgiven her), would edge to all of the sudden wake on the stuff...) was running at
frequently describe to me how up one morning and elect to $8.00. And the Extra Firm Lite,
wonderfully synchronized the flap their wings for a thousand Low Fat Silken Tofu that I desnatural world was. She would miles while going south, I've perately needed for my. new
explain to me the extremely noticed that there's a lot that health regime, was going to cost
complicated—but remarkably actually does not make sense. me a whopping $13.78.
eloquent—manner in which
plants get fertilized, ecosystems
You would think that, by now, God has
flow, animals migrate, etc. It
accepted the fact that indeed most of us
both fascinated me and conhumans
are drinking alcohol
vinced me that whomever designed this world really knew
But of course, as soon as I
what he was doing. Everything Specifically, I've noticed that
just seems to fit together and much of what is good for you walked down some other aisle,
just ain't that easy to accom- I noticed that all of the really
make sense.
bad foods—the ones I was trying
Well, everything but the plish.
I noticed this first while at the to swear off and that I was consingle exception that the wind
hasn't yet figured out that it supermarket. I had decided to vinced were causing the inshould stop blowing when I'm lose a few pounds—as I ritually creasing size of my gut— were
trying to play tennis or read the decide to do every Monday— as cheap as can be. A five-pound
newspaper outside. But, I sup- and, accordingly, 1 wanted to bag of potato chips: $1.01. A
Jumbo Pack of Oreos: $1.53. A
pose that I can forgive a lew improve my diet.
And as I walked around the Lifetime Supply of Cheetos: 35
oversights here and there.
As a result of my discussions store and began to pick out cents with the mail-in rebate.
with my biologist friend, how- health-conscious foods, I Now, was God trying to tell me
ever, I've found myself paying quickly realized that I'd have to something? Because while I
special attention to the world pay an arm and a leg to accom- may have thought that it made
around me, and trying to deter- plish my goal of looking like sense to eat healthy, it certainly
mine just how much of this Rocky. I'd like to hang on to my wasn't making any sense with
world really does make sense. arms and legs if I can. Besides, my wallet.
But wait, there's more. In my
I've been keeping a sharp eye on it'd make for a bloody mess at
BY PATRICK W. GAVIN
Features Columnist

travels, I've found more examples to diffuse the harmonious theory of my friend, the
Biologist.
If you want a good education,
and want to live the Dead Poets
Society experience, you'll have
to be prepared to shell out a
hefty sum. But, if you want to go
to the local public school whose
current affairs textbooks only
cover up to World War I and
whose daily lunch is the tasty
mystery meat, you can do so for
free. Does that make sense?
Take exercising. You would
think that God would want us
to exercise, right? So we can live
longer, feel better, and prevent
our body from sagging to the
floor for as long as possible,
right? So then why is it that
when we exercise, we sweat profusely, smell terribly, and look
awfully goofy in those Tae-Bo tshirts and pink headbands (not
that I've ever worn one...)?'
And you would think that
God would want us to drink lots
of water right? It replenishes the
system, helps our skin, and allows us to look very nouveauriche with our elegant water
bottles shipped directly from
France, right? Then why is it
that as soon as we drink water,
we're immediately burdened •

with the terrible task of constantly having to go to the bathroom?
Or beer. You would think that,
by now, God has accepted the
fact that indeed most of us humans are drinking alcohol and
abusing the lovely liver that he
spent so long crafting for us,
right?
So then He or She would want
us to drink quality beer if we're
going to drink, right? Then why
is it that if I want to get the good
beer that will go easy on my
head the next morning, I have to
shell out $7.00 a pint, but if I
want the local soot that is sure
to give me a hangover the next
morning, I can practically get it
for free (as long as I accept the
bartender's challenge to spill
one on my head when I'm finished)?
My friend the Biologist was
only half right. Much in the
world does in fact blend together nicely (I'm very pleased
by the fact that God made annoying creatures like ants and
mosquitoes extremely easily to
step on).
But not all of it does. I'm still
struggling with the VCR programmer.
There's got to be an easier
way.,.

Wolde's Restaurant Offers Unusual Cuisine
Delicious Ethiopian Food Available Just a Short Drive From Trinity's Campus
By JAMES CABOT
AND CAROLINE
CUMMINGS

Restaurant Reviewers

For the Trinity diner who is
bored of the old favorites - Hot
Tomatoes, Max's, Timothy's, and
the like - Wolde's Ethiopian Restaurant is a much welcomed
addition to Hartford's culinary
landscape. Located at 89 Arch
Street, next to the Arch Street

/3
Tavern, Wolde's offers delicious
Ethiopian cuisine in a charming space with a friendly wait
staff. If this is not reason enough
to visit, consider then that
Wolde's is far cheaper than Tomatoes, the Civic Cafe, and
other downtown stalwarts.
When we arrived at Wolde's,
•we were greeted with the warm
smile of Lily Eqziabher, who is
the owner of the restaurant. Lily
seated us and immediately
brought drinks. Although we

Top Ten Potential Employment
Opportunities for Seniors

10. J. Giles Band Groupie.
9. NYPD firing range custodian.
8. A bortion doctor for endangered species.
7. Monorail Conductor.
6. Arsenio Hall's Agent.

only drank water (it was a Tuesday night), Wolde's offers a good
selection of wine and beer. Lily
was extremely helpful in explaining the menu to us, and she
went to the further trouble of
bringing us complementary
dishes so that we could sample
a wider variety of foods. She was
extremely generous and
friendly.
While Ethiopian cuisine is
typically quite spicy, the ingredients are similar to those used
in more western meals. It is in
the presentation of the food that
Ethiopian cuisine is unique: the
diner is brought large slices of
soft-taco style bread (this is
only a rough description), and
the dishes are served in separate
bowls. The diner places the food
on the bread with a spoon and
then uses small pieces of the
bread to fold bits of food into
tasty bites. Eating is done with
the fingers. Unfortunately, I cannot provide a more accurate description of this style of food
presentation.
Caroline ordered Atakilt Wot,
which is broiled cabbage, carrots and onions sauteed on a
blend of exotic herbs ($8.25).
James ordered Yebeg Alitcha,
which are chunks of lamb sim-

mered in a sauce ol turmeric,
ginger, onions, garlic and white
peppers ($8.95). While this was
more than enough to satisfy the
two of us, Lily also brought
Yekik Wot, which is yellow split
peas sauteed with onions, turmeric and ginger ($7.75), and
Siga Tibs, which are cubes of
tender beef fried with onions,
rosemary and other herbs
($8.95). Altogether, we were able
to sample a wide range of foods
and get a good taste for Ethiopian cuisine.
The restaurant is a nice space
decorated with traditional
Ethiopian baskets, blankets and
other crafts. The restaurant
consists of nine tables and the
overall atmosphere is good for
quiet conversation.
We would highly recommend Wolde's to couples who
are looking for some variety in
their dining habits. Dinner at
Wolde's Restaurant can be followed with a drink at the Arch
Street Tavern, which is a nice
bar next door.
Wolden's has been in Hartford for three years. It is the only
Ethiopian offering in the area.
There is another Ethiopian restaurant in New Haven, Cafe
Adulis, but the word is that

5. One of those people who hammer nails into
their faces.
4. Tae-Bo instructor.
3. Escalator Operator.
2. George W. Bush attache to poverty stricken
neighborhoods.
1. Stockboy at TJ. Maxx.

•

You eat, we pay! Fill out the form
below and return it to the Tripod
Features box, # 702583
Name
Extension
Year

Wolde's offers more traditional,
less Americanized cuisine.
Eqziabher recommends that
those who want to eat in large
groups on the weekends call
ahead for reservations. Otherwise, tables are normally available. She also reminds potential
diners that her restaurant is
open every day except Sunday.
Lunch is served between 11AM
and 2:30PM, while dinner is
served between 5PM and 9PM.
Rumor has it that a group of
professors, spearheaded by Professor Dario Euraque of the History Department, have begun
frequenting Wolde's Restaurant.
Clearly this group has shown
impeccable taste in its dining
habits, and we highly recommend that those looking for a
new dining experience follow
suit,
For/urther information on
Wolde's Ethiopian Restaurant,
call525-4103.Wolde'siswithin
a short drivefrom campus. Drive
down lower Vernon Street, past
the Learning Corridor, until
Vernon connects into Columbus
Boulevard. Follow Columbus to
Arch Street, which will be a one
way street on the left. Look for
Wolde's on the left hand side of
the street.
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Students Remember Senior Joshua Doroff
BY JAMES CABOT

Features Editor
The facts of Joshua Doroff's short life
are simple: he grew up in Los Angeles; he
was a short dark-haired senior who had
lived in Harrison, NY, from fifth grade
onward; he came to Trinity from Rye
Country Day School; he was a Political
Science and Economics double major; he'
was possibly headed for a career in environmental law; on March 17, he passed
away; on March 27, the Trinity community said good-bye to him at a memorial
service held in the chapel.
What these simple facts do not fully
reveal is the Josh Doroff that was bright,
promising, generous, full of excitement
for the future, and doggedly loyal to his
friends.

Everyone who knew Doroff says that
he was an extremely bright and promising young man. According to Ayala, he
maintained a near 4.0 GPA. He was pursuing a double major in Economics and
Political Science. Within Political Science
he was focusing specifically on political
theory. Ayala says that he was a great
writer. Additionally, he was extremely
well-organized and approached his

several additional trips to Europe over
the years.
During the summer after his sophomore year, Doroff worked for
Bloomingdale's and lived in New York.
During the summer after his junior year,
he was an intern at CBS and again lived
in New York.
More than could just be measured in
terms of GPA's and majors, Josh Doroff

The Best of Friends
More than anything else, Doroff's
friends all point to a guy who was
fiercely faithful and devoted to his band
of friends. "He was willing to do everything for his friends," says Chris Ayala
'00. "He was loyal to his friends," adds
Lisa Bottomley '00.
Teddy Kane '00, who grew up with
Josh and had gone to Rye Country Day,
says that he was a close and good friend.
He adds that, while Josh had made many
friends at Trinity, he had also maintained
close relationships at home.
Although he was considered to be
somewhat quiet, many of his friends
point out that he opened himself to those
that he cared about.

during their freshman year.

Generous While
Spontaneous
One of the most touching anecdotes
recounted by Ayala and Johnson concerns a young boy in the Hartford community who Doroff tutored. Although
the rules strictly forbid tutors buying
presents for their kids, Johnson notes
that "Doroff spoiled the %$#% out of the
kid." In particular, he purchased an Allen
Iverson basketball jersey for his young
friend and secretly slipped it to him.
Nonetheless, Doroff also had a very
spontaneous side. "He loved to have a
good time. For example, he would go
bowling at midnight on a Tuesday night,"
says Johnson.
Many of his friends recount how he
used to randomly road-trip into New
York City to dine at his favorite restaurant, Bistro Le Steak. "The maitre d' knew
him," says Ayala., who adds that Doroff
loved to eat good food
Bottomley calls him her "little dance
partner," and says that no matter where
they were, he always wanted to do something a little crazy and spontaneous.

A Life Cut Short
Although his promising life was cut
tragically short, Doroff's memory will
was an intelligent, thoughtful person. live on with his close friends on campus
His friends say that he was an avid and back at home. He is survived by his
reader. Perhaps his favorite author was father, a younger sister who is a freshman
Ay n Rand, whose "Fountainhead" he had at Wesleyan and a baby sister.
read and reread.
"He was a beacon of light in a world
"Josh Doroff was one of the most in- that seemed utterly imperfect; and it was
telligent and thoughtful individuals that through man's imperfection that I lost
I have ever known," says Cliff Brown '00, my best friend," reflects Brown.
who had known Doroff since fifth grade
Perhaps Bottomley best summed
.at Rye Cqmjtjy. Day, artd who had . Doroff iipjvheixfihesaid.''he,always.had
" rfeoftiecf with Doroff in North Csirhpus the biggest smile on his face."

Josh, center, with Mike Kornhauser '00, Tim Moriarty 00 emus AVAL

classes with dedication.
. . "He was rather quiet in class but had
scored very highly in the class, possibly
the highest. He was a very bright kid,"
says Professor William Butos, who is

"He always had the biggest smile on his face"
.tRe sense that he teaching Doroff's Money and Banking
would come up to you at any point, in a class this semester. Johnson and Ayala
party, in passing, and ask you how you say that Butos was one of his favorite prowere doing. He was quiet but he was fessors, along with Professors Ntadon and
never afraid to open up a little bit and Setterfield.
As a second semester senior he was
tell you how he was feeling," says
involved in two separate internships: one
Bottomley.
He loved snowboarding with friends. with Hartford.com, and the other with
He had planned a trip with Rob Johnson the Yankee Institute. In particular, he
'00 to Whistler for spring break. It seems was working on a paper on the issue of
that his favorite activity, by far, however, • school choice for the Yankee Institute.
When asked what they could see him
was playing on the Aquasox softball
team with most of his closest friends. He doing for a career, Ayala and Johnson replayed catcher and proudly wore the sponded that they could see him being
nickname "Napoleon" on the back of his an environmental lawyer.
uniform. Despite his small stature he
"He was strictly opinionated. Also
acted like he was 63" and 250 lbs., says very liberal-minded," says Ayala.
Johnson adds that Doroff would argue
Johnson.
passionately with virtually anyone on
about which he felt strongly.
A Talented Student points
Doroff had a passion for travel and he
spent his junior fall studying at the University College, London. He had made
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

PRIZES
SHORT STORIES
Tha Trinity Alumnus Prizes i n Fiction:
$250, S175, and SlOC tar short
of any length.
One submission per student.

John Curtis Underwood Memorifl.1 Prises in Poetry:
520Q, 52L25, and $75.
four pages of poetry from each student.

stcrie

Dp to

THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS PRIZE
A 55.00 award for one poem and possible publication in a n a t i o n a l l y - d i s t r i b u t e d
journal.
One submission per student.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

The Frank "K. Whitloc-Jc Prises in • Dramas $200, $150, and $100 for one-act play
scripts.
One submiasior. from each student.

Famous U.S. Womens' Alpine Ski Team Diet

DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS
(EXCEPT FOR SPEECH CONTEST)

During the non-snow off season the US Womens' Alpine Ski
Team members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks. That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is
chemical food action and was devised by a famous Colorado
physician especially for the US Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important) while reducing.. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home, (for men
too!)
This is, honestly, a fantastically succesful diet. If it weren't,
the Us Womens' Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it!
Right? So, give yourself the same break the US Ski team gets. Lose
weight the scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other
diets, you owe it to yourself to try the US Womens' Alpine Ski Team
Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today! Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $8.95 - add . 50 cents RUSH service to:
MIDWEST ASSOCIATES, 3318 S. Glenstone, Suite 308, Springfield,
MO 65804. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Tea Diet will do.
@

The Alumni Prizes in English Composition,:
S250 and $150 for expository
writing.
Papers o r i g i n a l l y written !or college courses will be accepted if
conscientiously revised anti retyped.

PRIBAY, WXtJ, 7 , 2000 a t NOON. A l l s u b m i s s i o n s s h o u l d be t y p e d .
Deliver
m a n u s c r i p t s t o J a n e . Deeatur i n t h e English Department.
DO NOT PX)V YOUR RAKE OK YOUR WORK. PLEASE .INCLUDE A SEPARATE COVER-SHEET WITH
YOUR.KAKE AND BOX NUMBER TO EMSORS ANOHTMITY. IrtClilflft B 1 a£g^_gfilJ^addrjB5aa53
• efiyeigpfl $or roy-Mrjf.
w i n n e r s w i i i b e arjiounced a t t h e Honors Day ceremony,
Wednesday, May 3, 2000, a t 3 : 3 0 p . m . i n t h e C o l l e g e C h a p e l .
SPEECHES
The F.A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking" will be co-sponsorad by the Alpha
Chapter o f the Social Science Honor Society; SSSC, 5350, and 5200.
-Each speech will b e an pr.j1q,in.aJ,_ijas£',s;nftsji.Yfl ppgpc.h of 5-8 minutes
long o n som& fipnteipporarv jj,sa\ie selected by tha student speakers.
-Students wishing to enter this contest must sign up with
Margaret Graaso in the English Department by Friday, April 7,
iExpacted number, of participants; 15-20.)
- M i contestants will deliver their speeches between 7:00-9:00 p.m.
on Monday, April 10, at the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall.
-On Tuesday, April IS, the three finalists in the F. A. Brown Speaking
Contest will delivar their 5peech.es following aha initiation o£
new members into the Social Science Honor Society.
Judging for the run-off spajsches and final speeches will be
faculty members from the English Department, the Smith Center,
and Social Sciences.
•"'hiiisiis contests are open to all uncrsrjgradhiata students (including ID? students!
presently registered ©t Trinity Callage.
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The Trinity Education
BY BRIAN NANOS

I Features Editor

Does anyone know where Professor
TBA's office is? I'm registering for classes
this week, and when I look at the booklet from the Office of the Registrar, 1 see
that in order to sign up for the classes I
need a "PI slips" signed by TB A. I have as
good a chance of finding Professor TBA
on this campus as I do of finding someone who doesn't wear Northface. You
think it'll be okay if 1 turn in my registration form with nothing but "TBA"
written on it?
As you might have concluded, I'm a bit
upset about this "registration." In my
opinion, the registration process puts our
school at a disadvantage to all of the
other schools out there. Registration is
only one aspect at which Trinity can improve. Even though we go to a great
school, there are many things that our
school does not do as well as others.
For example, a friend of mine recently
found out that at Dartmouth, students
are made to pass a swimming course before they graduate. What's important for
you to understand is that these
Dartmouthians are graduating with
skills that we don't learn here at Trinity.
When employers are looking at resumes
they'll think, "What if our building
floods? I don't know if the Trinity grad
can swim."
All employers can be sure that
Dartmouth grads can swim. When hiring Trinity grads, is there anything that
they can be sure of? As a school, we
should advertise the special skills that
can only be found in a Trinity alum.
For example, the Trinity grad is selfehtertaraing. .Graduatesfrom,most other
institutions a"re dependant on their
schoolsandfraterniriessupplying them

with entertainment. At Trinity, we can't
become accustomed to something that,
we don't often have. After countless
weekends with nothing to do we have
obtained the ability to amuse ourselves.
Imagine being an employer and knowing that you won't have to spend anything on a holiday party. Instead, just
send everyone home to get wasted alone,
as they are accustomed.
Females that graduate from our school
have also proven that they know not to
be wasteful. When eating frozen yogurt
instead of wasting one of those huge icecream bowls, they know that all you really need is one of those little ketchup
cups full of dessert to get a satisfying
taste. Who needs 6 ounces when 1 or 2
will do just as well? At other schools,
people actually take an entire serving of
yogurt. The gluttons!
Those are only two of the many attributes that we have. Trinity students
are creative. ("That's not a keg. I put a
board on top of it, and now it's my table.")
We are also darn crafty. ("All I need is a
regular student ID, and some contact
paper, and suddenly I become 21.")
I don't think that these advantages are
enough. Trinity should add a "Life" department to the curriculum. Classes
taught in this department wouldaccent
the skills that are needed to succeed in
life.
Just think of how much of an advantage we would have in our lives if we
were taught "Pick up Lines 101." We all
know a few people who can benefit from
"How to Not Be a Jerk When Drunk 110."
After graduating from that course, they
can move on to "Navigating the Walk of
Shame Unnoticed 220."
Once we add these skills to our resumes, no Dartmouthian will be able to
beat lis "to a jab* [":""'
' '''"
Even if he can swim.

Crossword 101
By Ed Canty

"In The Black"
ACROSS
11995 film
5 Flimflam
9PDQ
13 Summer treats
14 German car
15'DCVIFs
16 Preakness (lower
20 Total
21 Signs a note
22 French wine
23 Mime
24 African country
25 Larger
28 Profit
29 Bulck, Olds parent
32 Memento

DOWN
1 Chest protectors
2 Freedom defender
3 Flash a smile
4 Computer key

VIRGO

Piscns

AUG25-5E.PT 22

rE-B 19 - MAR 2O

Somebody is still harboring some Now that you've had a break, you're
strong resentment against you, and he feeling happy and rejuvenated! Let all
might take some action. Maybe if you the energy flow into creative enterweren't such an annoying moron all prise, and you will come up with new
and creative ways of convincing the
the time, no one would resent you; but guy at the Tap that you are over 21. Of
nooo, you had to be a jerk.
course, he's still going to take your ID.
>
LIBRA
5E.PT 25-OCT 22

ARIES

Follow your intuition. You are incredibly in touch with your feelings this
week. No, wait. I'm sorry. You are incredibly touchy feely this week.
Hands off, buddy! You heard me!
Hands OFF!

SCORPIO

ifef

MAR21 -APR \9

Sometimes it's just time to let go, to
move on, to find new things, and to
leave the past behind. Unfortunately,
since you are so perfect, people have
problems letting go of you and leaving you behind, so that might annoy
you.

OCT25-NOV2I KrP
You have a great deal of inner strength.
It's a real shame that outwardly you
are a wimp, and no one ever says "Hey,
that skinny guy over there has really
sexy inner-strength." Too bad for you,
I guess. If only they could get to see
the real you, right?

NOV22-DE.C21
Wow! Thestars say that you are really
depressed about something or other.
Well, don't worry about it,,'cause
sooner or" later you won't be depressed"'
anymore. You'll be back to being your
regular self, and although that is
something to be depressed about, it
doesn't seem to bother you.

TAURUS
APR 20 - MAY 20
If spirituality could be explained in
terms of lunch, you are the food at
Mather. Bland, bland, bland. Maybe
you should do something so that you
aren't so gosh darn bland. That would
be nice for a change.

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O

So you've been paying attention- to
iyoOri'carierrand-nbw.you're sitting
pretty. I had a career once, then I
thought it would be fun to try to read
the future in the stars. Words of advice: stick with the career.

CANCER,
XIN2I -JUL22

DE.C2.2-JAN \9
Feeling passionate? Really? Me too.
How about you and me go pick up a
bite to eat, then go back to my place
and see wha t happens? No? Hey, calm
down! It was just a suggestion. You
don't have to get angry. You don't get
asked out. much, do you?

AOXJARIUS
jAN2o-rn.B is

By GPR Associates E-Maif; EDC9432@aol.com
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Sehenedady, NY 12301

36 Travelers
37 Fine meal
42 Undertaking
43 Mr, Clapton
44 Chops food
45 Footing
46 Kindergarten lesson

CK
UE

50 Bank failure assurer
51 Appraise
52 hemorrhaged
54 Acorn source
55 Magic Johnson's league

w

" There is no finer investment
for any community than
putting milk in babies,"
...Sir Winston Churchill

R 11

1• A

s

Quotable Quote

H A U A
U R \ S
(ti

U I C E
s L E D

JUL25-AUG22
Boy, you're almost broke. How about
cutting down on all those expenditures, for example, you've been wasting a lot of your cash during the
weekend cause you were buying beer
and...more beer. Actually, I think it'd
be more fun if you just went broke.

A T HO
B 0 0 T
H D OhO

0

47_^gln
48 Bargain event
49 Caesar's 1021

You should prepare yourself for some
major life changes. Like maybe you'll
get that operation that you've been
thinking about but not telling anyone.
What? How'd I know about that? You
can't hide anything from the stars.
Nothing! How did you think we found
out about Britney Spears?

LE.O

You're going to have a great week. I
mean, be prepared for the mother of
all good weeks. People go their entire
lives without having a week like
yours. I'm not kidding you, this week
will be great for you... and still no'one
will care.
5 Speaker
6 Prompts
7 Tally
8 Imp's goal
9 Haffez a l - _
10 Parch
11 Bancroft or Boleyn
12 "Hey you!"
17 Vladimir's allowance
18 Pitcher
19 Mounted soldier
23 Author Walker
24 Soap brand
25 Grape vine support
26 Water ending
27 Public square
28 Celts
29 Candlelights
30 Pierre Curie's partner
31 Warts, e.g.
33 Shads
34 Anwar

4,2000

Bob
Reads the Stous

CAFRICORN

33 Gertie
34 Murder
35 Forma/ bashes
38 Seep
39 Sole
40 Acknowledge
41 Genetic stuff
42 Harbor workers
43 Takes out
44 Challenge
45 Person from U.K.
46 St Francis of
49 Frankfurt's river
50 Greenspan's agcy.
53 1919 baseball debacle
56 Pianist Nat
57 Hack
58 Quick lunch
59 Visualizes
60 Aspen footwear
61 Got an A +
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President and Chief Operating Officer
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Asset Management

(j\\7 itchell M. Merin is President and Chief Operating Officer of Morgan Stanley Dean
KJ I U Witter Asset Management, and is responsible for the global institutional and individual
asset management activities of Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co. Mr. Merin is also Chief
Executive Officer of Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Advisors, a position he has held since February
1998. He is a member of the Firm's Management Committee.
Merin,served as.E^ecutive.Mee.JPresiderjt and,
Chief Administrative Officer of Dean Witter, Discover & Co. In that role, he was
responsible for company strategy and directed the merger transition effort for Dean Witter,
Discover & Co. Since he joined the Firm in 1986, Mr. Merin has served in a number of roles
including Corporate Treasurer, Managing Director in Corporate Finance, where he started
Dean Witter's Asset-Backed effort, and as head of Taxable Fixed Income and Futures for
Dean Witter.
Mr. Merin was born and educated in Hartford, Connecticut, receiving a Bachelor's degree
from Trinity College in 1975. He also holds a Master's in Management in Finance and
Accounting from Northwestern University's Kellogg Graduate School of Management.

Come meet Mitch Merin '75
Networking Reception
Monday, April 10, 2000
5:30 p.m.
Smith House, Mason Room

Sponsored by the Careers Services Office.
RSVP is not necessary.
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Jewish Film Festival Latest Senior Thesis Combines Various
because his rabbi orders him to
do so that he may have children.
- Arts Writer
The film raises the question
whether the wife deserves to be
As part of its annual Jewish punished if perhaps her husFilm Festival, Cinestudio had band is responsibile for her
the pleasure of being able to barreness. In what ways should
show Kadosh this past week. the orthodox establishment
Kadosh, which means Sacred in bind people to its laws?
Hebrew, is the third film of a
One example is the fact that
trilogy by director Amos Gitai. the wife is blamed for the
Each film represents a different couple's in ability to have chilIsraeli city, as well as a different dren. A man is "not allowed to
style of living.
spill his seed," so he cannot be
For this final installment in tested for sterility. Therefore, it
the trilogy, it is only justly fit- cannot be proven that the probting that Gitai's subject matter lem is the husband's. Even
be Jerusalem, perhaps the most though the wife can show mediBY ANDREW PEARL

Elements of Theater, Art, and Dance
""

BY KATE HUTCHINSON

Arts Writer

white base coat. In various
places, Brownson had painted
various phrases in black paint:
"TRINI KNOW HOW" and
"CARNIVAL IS MAS," among
others. In order to capture the
idea of houses, Brownson had
suspended teal shutters from
the ceiling, and the illusion of
sea came from large bolts of
gauzy, iridescent aqua fabric
dangling across the performance area. In between, a large
white cloth hung, to be used
later as a screen for a series of
slides.
The program that accompanied the performance included
a short essay by Brownson on
self-recreation and how, after
visiting Trinidad, she had gone
through a conversion built
around her experiences in the
West Indies. She set out to convey her journey of transforma-

Karmen Brownson's senior
thesis, Body of Knowledge, was,
for me, an eyebrow-raising experience. Experience is the only
proper noun for her thesis. It
combined modern dance,
sculpture, music, photography,
installation art, and drama.
Even before the performance
started, I could tell that
Brownson had labored over this
project.
I was initially greeted by a
For this final installment in the trilogy, it is short corridor filled with photos, books, and various props
only justly fitting that Gitai's subject matter representing Brownson's topic,
be Jerusalem, probably the most culturally Trinidad, all flanking a coinstrewn carpet. The signs on the
interesting city in Israel.
door invited me to explore the
exhibit before proceeding to the
culturally interesting city in Is- cally that she could bear chil- performance area. A strange eerael. Gitai deals with notions of dren, the rabbi makes her husextremism in religion in his band get a new wife and forces
The dancing was flawless, with expert flow
film in a very unorthodox way her out of her home, unaided. It
brilliant synchronization in parts.
(pardon the pun).
is a culture where the men are
His story covers the life of a the only ones with the right to
conservative Jew named Meir speak out. But, since the men are rie soundtrack of vibrating elec- tion through this multimedia
whose wife cannot bear chil- protected by the temple and the tronic burps purred in the air as presentation.
dren. It deals with how he must law, they seem to have no need bright photos, as well as some in
It began with a single spotleave her and find another wife, see JEWISH FILMS page 21 black and white, hung from the light, a purple dress, and a harp.
walls, showing pictures of Brownson appeared, simply
Trinidad houses, Mas and Car- clad, she sat on a low stool, and
nival performers, mask makers, began to play a beautiful,
and other sights of Trinidad. haunting melody. The moveNewspapers from Trinidad, as ment of her fingers was fasciwell as guidebooks and bro- nating, playing slow and
chures artfully lay in piles to the emotionally, then with a lightsides of the corridor. Brownson hearted and quicker pace. After
made a very good effort at this, this, she delivered a monologue,
especially with the wire, fabric, engaging the audience to quesand paint abstracted body- tion self-consciousness. As she
shaped sculpture that lay on a spoke of the beginning of her
table near the entrance to the experiences with Trinidad, her
performance area.
voice was calm and sincere,
Once inside, I felt bound to calling the audience directly
study the stage before sitting. into her performance. At times,
The floor was brightly painted she seemed to be slightly leanwith pastels and neon shades ing towards the melodramatic,
Yael Abecassis and Yoram Hattab in Kadosh.
layered and swirled over a basic but for the most part, her mono-

logue was solid and sincere. Following, Brownson moved offstage, and the cheerful voices of
the Andrews Sisters began singing "Rum and Coca-Cola."
The slide show of typical
Trinidad images (beautiful
beaches, native costumes, and
others) began moving across
the white sheet, prefaced with
the words: "This Space For
Rent." The technical work in the
slide show was stunning; obviously Brownson's artistic talent
extends to the realm of comput-'
ers.
After a brief interlude,
Brownson began to set the scene
for the majority of the performance. Wearing basic clothing
(khakis and a knit top) and
shoes made of books with an
American flag print ribbon tied
around one arm, she invaded
the stage space, now set up as a

and movement, and
Trinidad village. Three
"Trinidad natives," played by
AlysonBehrendt,Steve
McFarland'OO, and Sarah
Schneck '00 , moved about the
space, washing laundry, or
working a "garden." As
Brownson moved through the
space, she set her suitcase down
in the garden and from the bas• ket she carried, began to toss
miniature American flags
around. She handed cans of
Coea-Cola to the "villagers" and
the audience, before proceeding
to hang "For Rent and "For Sale"
signs on the various villagers'
property. The whole scenario
described American imposition
on the Trinidad culture, one villager took the American ribbon
from Brownson and blindfolded
see SENIOR THESIS page 20

The Talented Mr. Ripley Cast and Crew Deliver A
Cinematic Thrill That is Guaranteed to Disturb
BY THOMAS FLYNN

Arts Writer

Anthony Mtnghella's The
Talented Mr; Ripley delves deep
into the human psyche, exploring many issues of homosexuality, morality and the nature of
love,
Ripley offers a fascinating
portrayal of one man's search
for acceptance in society. Ripley
begins with a rooftop reception
in late 1950's New York. At this
reception, Matt .Damon's character, Tom Ripley, is playing the
piano for the elite guests of this
party. Drawing the attention of
.a rich industrialist by the jacket
he is wearing, Ripley's journey
into murder and darkness begins.;
Sent to Italy to retrieve the
rich industrialist's son, Dickie
Qude Law), Ripley falls in love
with both the lifestyle led by
Dickie as well as Dickie himself.
Ripley chooses to stay in Italy
and live with Dickie and his
lover, Marge(Gwyneth Pakrow).
Obsessed with being like
Dickie in every way, Ripley
slowly but surely insinuates
himself into every aspect of
Dickie's life.
" Finding Dickie to be at once

open to his friendship and
thenno longer interested in
Ripley's continued presence,
Dickie decided that it was time
for Ripley to return to New York.
Unable to accept this removal
from the life he had grown to
love so much, Ripley, while out
on a boat with Dickie, confronts
Dickie.
It is at this point that Ripley
begins to display the full range
of his talents, by assuming
Dickie's identity and living out
the life he had always dreamed
of having.
The remainer of the movie focuses on Ripley's attempts to
keep his new identity secret
from those who know Dickie,
and his further descent into
murder and darker side of his
own mind.
Ripley follows one man's journey into murder and the attempts to avoid capture and
discovery. As much as Ripley
desires to act within the accepted confines of society, he
finds this to be impossible.
Unable to bear the condescensions of other people, particularly those'he wishes to be
like, Ripley has a burning rage
deep inside. Periodically, this
rage boils to the surface, often
resulting in the death of an-

hances this effect, particularly scenes.
other.
One of the most interesting in the last scene. Were one to
The dialogue also helps to
aspects of Ripley's behavior is dislike every other part of the propel the moves the film forhis progression through mur- movie, one could not help but to ward, even building on ideas
be drawn in by and admire the and situations only glimpsed in
der.
Beginning with a murder closing scene of the movie. Pow- the actions of the characters. In
committed
more out of
passion and
self-defense,
his murders
become more
and
more
cold-blooded
and cruel.One
would like to
feel some form
of compassion
for Ripley, yet,
this is impossible because
of how cold he
is. Ripley always chooses
his own concerns before
anyone else's,
even when his
WWW.TALENTEDMR RIPiEY.COM
concerns re- Gwyneth Paltrow, Jude Law, and Matt Damon star
quire him to inTheTalentedMr. Ripley.
murder another person. There
is no doubt at the end of the ered by excellent acting perfor- all, Minghella's The Talented
movie that murder is as much a mances, Riplejhas a certain dy- Mr. Ripley is a complete and
part of,Tom Ripley as his desire namism not usually present in highly intense film, one that
both appeals to a person's sense
to be a member of the social many films.
The locations serve as char- of the aesthetically pleasing,
elite. Minghella's use of camera
angles and imagery only en- acters themselves, setting the and one's desire to explore the
mood for every sequence of darker side of human nature.
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Trinity Live Provides a Venue for On-Campus Talent
BY EDITH JOHNSON

Arts Writer

by the end of the show, the time delay
was compensated for and the headlining
acts Natural Funk Selection and Uncle
Trouble were able to enjoy the entirety of
their time slots.
Largely responsible for facilitating the
diverse fusion of sounds was the
concert's creator and coordinator Jeff
Ginsburg '00. Ginsburg, whose band
Jones 1 was featured, conceived the annual Trinity Live Concert, which is in its
second year. Ginsburg attributed the
success of this year's show primarily to
volunteer efforts.
Many campus offices assisted in making the concert possible. Explained
Ginsburg: "Building and grounds donated their services to build the side
stage and DJ platform. Marriott provided
a beautiful dinner for volunteers and performers, AV donated their [technical] ser-

The real fools this April 1st were those
who missed the supreme musical event
of the year: Trinity Live lOOO.'-The music was hip, the dancing was shameless,
and the drink was steady. The elimination of the four-ticket drinking limit was
greeted happily by the 21+ crowd.
The collection of on and off-campus
acts that comprised the bill is a testament to the diverse and consummate
artistic talent that lies within our own
student body and in close proximity to
our campus.
The scope of the musical talent showcased included such disparate sounds as
the high-energy drumming and percussion of Abdoulaye Sylla and the mellow
piano stylings of Uncle Trouble. A diverse range of acts ensured that all student tastes were satiated. Some acts left
students begging for more, A fifteenminute time delay at the beginning of
the show, due to technical difficulties,
forced some acts to cut their sets short.
This necessary shortening of stage
time came much to the dismay of many
audience members. Aspen California, for
example, was disappointingly reduced
to a three-song performance. The allmale a capella group After Dark was also
prevented from answering the pleas of
female audience members to "play one
more." Their abrupt ushering off of the
side stage was pure cruelty to the female Jeff Ginsburg '00 jams at Trinity Live
contingent.
vice." Campus Safety, Hartford Police,
In response to the unanticipated tech- Multi-Cultural Affairs, and Student Sernical delay, Andrew Peterson '00 of Hol- vices were also generous with their aslow pointed out that "it's hard to give sistance. The participation of these
your best side in twenty minutes." (De- campus resources was essential to the
spite Peterson's claim, the side we saw of concert. The result of the collaboration
Hollow was pretty impressive.) Luckily, of student talent and administrative ac-

commodation was a show worth the
price of admission. Though Trinity students are famously offended by entry
fees, the financial blow of the $3 admission was softened by the knowledge that
this money was being donated to two
equally commendable causes.
The admission money will be contributed in part to the Ortiz Memorial Fund
and in part to the Immaculate Conception Homeless Shelter. Volunteers from
the homeless shelter, including the
shelter's director, Dave Martineau, set up
an information table at the event and distributed info, about homelessness and
the efforts of Immaculate Conception.
The Trinity Live Organization had set
a donation goal of $5000 and preliminary addition shows that they exceeded
that goal. The President's Office is
matching the student donation dollar for

sion price, the audience was treated to
nine musical acts. Though the audience
eventually increased to over 400, the
majority of audience members must
have still been pre-partying when the
opening band, Aspen California, took the
stage.
The audience was relatively small at
the show's beginning, which is unfortunate since they missed one of the hottest
new acts on campus. In their rushed appearance, Aspen California cranked out
three fresh originals including what is
quickly becoming their staple song,
"Cruise." Aspen California was joined by
off-campus gem Brendan DeMelle on
bass.
Following the brief blast of Aspen
California was another short but sweet
act. Hollow, a band name already familiar to much of the student body, made
their second appearance at Trinity Live.
Their genuinely raw, rock sound was
greeted with enthusiasm from the audience. Perhaps the most notable aspect of
their performance was their cohesiveness.
With the possible exception of Natural Funk Selection, none of the other
bands had the same intensity of group
dynamic. The band's Trinity member,
Andrew Peterson '00 (lead guitar), illumina ted the ma tter by explaining he has
been playing music with buddies Rich
Anton (vocals), Brian Monis (bass), and
Mike Weksner (bass) since they were in
high school together. Steeped in over
PHOTO COURTESY OF JEFF GINSBURG
seven years of experience, and having
dollar. The Dean of Faculty's Office is do- already released an album, surely Holnating one dollar for every three student low deserved more playing time than
dollars. In addition to their administra- was allotted them.
After Dark and later, The Trinitones
tive support, the cameo appearances of
both President Dobelle and Dean Card provided a different kind of musical flaproved that even the higher-ups like to vor. The a cappella covers of trendy artboogie down. For the nominal admissee TRINITY LIVE on page 20

AirintervieW With TrTeater andDance Professor Robbie McCauley
Part One of a Series of Interviews with Trinity College Arts Professors
where the work of the actor is empha- African-American woman, could transsized.
late myself into Hamlet,;.
Arts Editor
Was it difficult for students? At audiMC: What courses will you be teachtions, I think what I presented to everying?'
Professor Robbie McCauley is one of , RM: I'll be .teaching introduction to one was that the auditions were not.as
Trinity's recent additions to the Theater performance and I teach voice-voice for important to me as the interviews.
and Dance department staff. McCauley'sactors.
The skills were present in all who aufirst major theatrical work at Trinity,
MC: How involved with directing have ditioned. In the interview I wanted to
Spell #7, opens April 6 at Goodwin The- you been in the past?
know if people were interested in experiater in Austin Arts Center. This past Fri- RM: I've directed not only my own menting with this idea of mine about the
day, I had the opportunity to interview shows but other plays.
actor and the story, I mean the actor and
her concerningherbackground, her work MC: Concerning your upcoming show the event We've had a really good time,
as a professor at Trinity, and her upcom- Spell #1: did you choose this piece?
at least 1 have.
ingshow.
RM:Yes.
MC: Were there rehearsals specifically
MC: You've chosen to do the show with devoted to guiding the actors on this isMC: How do you see yourself in the a multicultural cast. Did you receive sue?
apprehension from those involved on
RM: We did what I call "internal draworld of theater?
RM: Well, I'm an actor. The work of the how to approach this piece? Did you maturgy" or "visceral dramaturgy." This
is just simply exploring things from an
actor is the source of all that I do. And I want them to be color blind as actors?
write. I do performances based on the • . RM: The actors are not color blind and ' internal place.
For instance that internal place
actor's voice and 1 pursue material that I don't lead them to read color blind. In
might be the history of black people
deals with larger issues.
in this country, which includes the
I put together projects based on someI
way [African Americans] have been
thing that I'm interested in and that I feel
looked at and examples of how [Afriengages other people. My job is basically
can Americans] could look at ourto communicate my passion for telling
selves.
things that are going to engage other
So the cast looked at not only the
people. My directing work has a lot to
writings of the author other than the
do with my acting.
play, but also at such things as the psyMC: What is your training in theater?
chology of black people.
RM: Most of it was life training. I did
There were a lot of different influone acting class years ago. One acting
ences, including different authors. So we
class with one of the best teachers, Will
just looked at all those questions. And
Richards, who is also a director, and then
that was part of my dramaturgy. So the
I started doing auditions. .
actors did the dramaturgy in preparaBut I was already doing work. I had
tion for the acting.
studied theater at college, atHoward
I do this with all of this kind of work
University with Owen Godsen; he was a
and this is pretty much all the work I do.
writer.
DAN BERMAN
And that is to engage the actors in the
MC: What made you come here to Prof essor Robbie McCauley
subject matter of the play.
Trinity?
It's a delicate process because you don't
RM: When I heard about this position, doing this with a multicultural cast
I applied for it. I had also come to Trinity what interested me was exploring who want to overlay [the play] with these
to perform and 1 was impressed with the you are and how you become another questions. So you have to create a balprogram. I taught at NYU, at the City but not losing who you are while you're ance between what you learn and how
the play should work.
College of New York, and just before here in the role.
For
instance,
not
professionally,
but
in
MC: What are your plans for other
at Mount Holyoke, which I enjoyed very
much. I had taught mainly in programs acting class once, 1 learned that I, as an Trinity College performances?
&

BY MICAH COGEN

I

RM: One of my problems is working
in the future, which can be very frustrating. It took a while to decide to do this,
but I'm really not sure.
MC: Has it been an enjoyable experience working on this show?
RM: Oh yes, very enjoyable.
MC: Well, thank you very much.
RM: No, thank you.
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Jones One: A Very Solid Album
Rick Eastland's slide notes on
bass and Kasiewicz's catchy
Arts Writer
guitar riff played with a
smoothly moderate distortion.
Even within a single song, like
[am writing in recognition of
Fat Man's, Ginsburg and the
several creative and hard-workband show a high level of
ing gentlemen. The four memcraftsmanship in the frequent
bers of Trinity's very own Jones
variation of tempo and dynamOne have put together an imics.
pressive collection of five
The sparse moments
origi nal songs in their debut
with only drums or keyCD titled Home.
board backing up the voThose who were able to
'• cals are balanced out by
attend Jones One's perforthe more noisy jam secmance on Saturday, March
tions, like in the climacfourth at the Alpha Delta
tic ending to 'Fat Man's.'
Phi house have by now reThe song is certainly
ceived the disc t h r o u g h
imaginative; much like
campus mail. For those of
the lyrics, which should
you w h o are u n f a m i l i a r
likewise be approached
with the band and their
with some imagination.
music, I will fill you in.
._. jt.
£
~ t •*
"Rise" is the slowest of
Front man, Jeffrey Ross
COURTESY OF JONES ONE
the originals on the CD. It's
Ginsburg, handles the key- Cover of J o n e s One's first Album
a calm and sentimental tune
boards and lead vocals. Rick
Eastland plays bass; Nick moderate tempo-edjam section that'll make you want to stop
Lombardi,
drums;
John after the second appearance of what you're doing to enjoy a
Kasiewicz plays guitar and the chorus (lyrics inspired by E peaceful reverie.
backs up on vocals.
Scott Fitzgerald's The Great
Mr. Weaver then brings
back more of the classic-rock
Home, which includes four Gatsby).
tracks by Ginsburg, one by
Track two follows with flavored semi-fast stuff in a
Kasiewicz, and a cover of Willie Kasiewicz's instrumental, 'Rag.' song that features a catalogue
Nelson's "Always On My Mind," 'Rag' starts off with a jazzy, of styles between the funkdoes well to expose the talents warped, up-tempo, Primus-like rock main sections, more clasof each member in a way that's guitar lick. I even thought it sic chorus parts, reflective
perhaps a shade more mellow sounded a bit like the South and lush keyboard solos, and
than the band's live perfor- Park theme song, only with surprise buildups and let
mances.
more of a swing to it, hence the downs. Not to mention
.Lombardi's varying formula
On March fourth, the name Rag.
crowded AD basement went
After the opening section the of percussion.
rather silly over the two solid song simmers to a PinkThe CD ends with an honest
sets of well played crowd- Floydian sort of lull before a and gentle farewell shaped to
pleasers, most of which were crescendo back to the opening the song 'Always On My Mind'
from, the, ba nd's classi c rock rep- phrase, this time
w i t h by Willie Nelson.
ertoire — Zeppelin, Grateful Kasiewicz's hollow reverb echoOverall, the band works hard,
Dead, Rolling Stones, and t h e ing out the choppy melody. "'.•
does a greatjobentertaining us,
like.
Then we come to Ginsburg's and is very deserving of appreThe recorded achievements "Fat Man's Boogie", Here we get ciation. Aside from, all that,
of Jones One offer a more re- more of a funk sound between they're also damn good.
BY JASON BUTSCH

strained, though no less appreciable listening experience.
"Gold Hat begins with
Ginsburg alone on keyboard
and vocals and with an intro
that, if I were to guess, sounds
like Ben Folds of Ben Folds Five.
Like a well crafted Folds tune,
Ginsburg mixes in a surprise

Don't like getting
your hands dirty?
Then read
The Trinity Tripod Online!
Announcing our new website
- updated weekly with the
latest Trinity News,
Options, Features, Arts*

WWW.

trinity tripod
.com
www.trinitytripod.com is a service of The Tripod and UWire

Be sure to catch part of
Cinestudio's French Film Festival. Cinestudio's schedule
includes several of director
Francois Truffaut's films. See
the films of one of France's
greatest directors every night
this week at 7:30 PM.
Take a trip down to New
York and see the Boston Pops
Orchestra with Conductor
Keith Lockhart at Carnegie
Hall this Saturday, April 8 at 8
PM. Call CarnegieCharge
(212) 247-7800 for ticket information.

Don't miss
Ntozake
Shange's Spell #7, directed by
Robbie McCauley, when it's
performed at Goodwin Theater. April 6-8. A multi-racial
cast adds irony and suprises
to the story of several African-American performers
and is only one of the many
reasons not to miss this performance. Tickets available at
Austin Arts Center.

The Yale Center for British
Art will host readings centering around T. S. Eliot's dramatic poem The Waste Land
(1922) on Sunday, April 9 at 2
PM. The performance is being
held in conjunction with the
retrospective exhibition, C, R.
W,.Neyinson:. The Twentieth
Century. For more information call (203) 432-2800:

Trinity Live Hosts Student Talent

reverent section of their performance. Along with a cover of
Jeff Buckley's Lover, 'You Should
Have Come Over,' the Police
number was dedicated to the remembrance of recent loss
within the Trinity community.
Joining the band for the King
of Pain section was guest vocalist Maggie Croteau '02. The audience responded respectfully
to this section but livened back
up again for originals like the
stellar closer,' Gold Hat.'
In transition to the headliner
acts
was the turntable mastery'
PHOTO COURTESY OF JEFF GINSBURG
of DJ C Liff, AKA Clifton Jones
Professor Abdoulaye Sylla and his group shake up Trinity Live.
'01. A Party Barn favorite, DJ C
continued from page 19
clothed in traditional African Liff was the last of the legiti-ists like the Backstreet Boys costumes and moved in com- mately Trinity acts to perform.
and Lauryn Hill were eaten up plete unison with dhe resonant
The two headlining acts,
by the inner teenybopper of
beats of the drums.
Uncle Trouble and Natural
each audience member.
,. Following Sylla: amd the a Funk Selection, were not TrinSandwiched between- the cappella groups was thepereia- ity fare.
two relatively low-key a nial Trinityfavorite,"JonesOne."
Though they were excellent-,
cappella performances, was by Based on their able covers and their non-Trinity affiliation
far and away rowdiest perfor- flawless originals it is clear why sparked some controversy. If
mance of the evening. T*inity "Jones One" is the c a m p u s the aim of Trinity Live 2000
dance professor Abdoulaye sweetheart.
was to display Trinity talent,
Sylla and his group shook-up
W h e t h e r or not you like some asked why include these

The infectious pulse of the drumming caused audience members to
forget their collective inhibitions and "back that jazz up,"
the audience like no other act.
The infectious pulse of the
d r u m m i n g caused audience
members to forget their collective inhibitions and "back that
jazz up."
Sylla came equipped with his
own_entourage of male and female dancers, including his
wife. The dancers were the most
visually exciting aspect of the
evening. They were brightly

Phish or The Grateful Dead, it is
hard to deny the musical prowess of the band. Their sound is
not necessarily unique b u t
"Jones 1" is good enough to withstand comparisons with those
bands that they model themselvesafter.
They successfully covered
well-knowns like 'Sympathy
for the Devil' and 'King of Pain'.
'Kingof Pain'was part of a more.

acts,
Hollow's Peterson expressed
concern over the omission of
some Trinity groups: "There is
enough talent to put together a
show that is exclusively Trinity
acts."
Despite the complaints of
many, the inclusion of these two
professional groups was a nice
way to cap off an awesome
night of music.
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Jewish Films at Cinestudio
continued from page 18
to risk.
By the same token, the wife's sister is
in a similar predicament. She is forced
into a marriage and in turn to a life-style
that she doesn't want. She cannot be
with the man she loves, dress1how she
wants to, or live her life how she chooses.
The only way that she ever becomes
free is through leaving Jerusalem. Freedom only seems to come from exile.
All of the actors and actresses play
their roles masterfully, dealing with very
touchy subject matter. As their characters do, these actors are dealing with
ideas that are still difficult for many in
Israeli culture to deal with. The way that
they portray characters within a vicious
cycle truly gives an outside viewer a very
intimate view of a very different way of
life.
The film is able to look at Israeli culture much more candidly than many
other films, particularly in its vivid portrayal of the life of a woman. It also expresses the power of religious fervor
when it achieves extreme levels.
The film also masterfully portrays life
in Jerusalem. It shows the rituals of the
city's people to the sound of brooding
clarinet melodies that many people associate as being part of the city's heritage.
It represents the clash of a 2,000-year-old
culture when it meets the culture of the
year 2000 and how that changes a city
and a people.
One problem that several people expressed when leaving was that they
thought the film was too long. In reality,
the film was only 110 minutes. The
length comes from the serious subject
matter that the viewer is constantly subjected to. It comes from the questions that
even the filmmaker seems to admit that
he has no answers to.
Kadosh certainly seemed to be a highlight of the film festival. It expressed a

COURTESY OF HARTFORD JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL
Guest lecturer Jackie McLean.

side of life that very few American Jews,
or any Americans probably have knowledge about. It is also the first Israeli film
to ever be an entrance in the Cannes film
festival. That great honor is one that the
film certainly deserves.
For many of the films in the Jewish
Film Festival, invited guest lecturers
were asked to speak on the subject matter of the various films and the festival
itself. Selected lecturers included: director Danny Levi who spoke with Professor of Modern Languages at Trinity
College Johannes Eveleein for the film
Graffiti, and Jackie McLean, a jazz musician and a Professor of Music at the
Hartt School of Music. McLean introduced Blue Note: A Story ofModernjazz.
Lastly, Arik Rosenblum, a teacher at the
West Hartford JCC, spoke before the New
England premiere of Kadosh.
This series of speakers, documentaries,
shorts, and features helped strenghten
the presence and strength of a flourishing Jewish community at Trinity.
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Senior Thesis Performed At Germany
continued from page 18
her with it. The mood shifted into a rendition of Brownson's abandoning her
American visions of the world, and discovering the impact of Trinidad had
upon her.
Brownson began a dance sequence,
somewhat stilted and incoherent. During the dance, the strange, blurred dial
tone sounds returned, while pictures of
Trinidad flashed by on the white sheet.
Brownson's voice, recorded, began to
speak, electronically stuttered, repeating
the phrase "a thousand breezes blew
through me." While this segment of the
performance was very dramatic and effective in conveying the idea of
Brownson's self-awareness in relation to
Trinidad, it was also a little over-stimulating. I found it difficult to process the
various sounds and images while also

indicate a change of character, as
Brownson's acting was more than competent. The change from full skirt, hat
and jacket, to pants, waistcoat, and top
ha t added a bit of blank space to the performance that caused a slight snag in the
overall flow of presentation.
After exploring Trinidad's dark history, Brownson and Schneck engaged in
a combative dance, representing
Brownson's inner battle between American heritage and her newfound attachment to Trinidad heritage. William
Cooley added an amazing percussion to
the "battle," while Adrian StaffordBrowne accompanied on steel pan. The
dancing was flawless, with expert flow
and movement, and brilliant synchronization in parts.
In the last stage of the production, a
bucket of silver paint was brought to

During the dance, the strange, blurred dial tone sounds
returned, while pictures of Trinidadflashedby on the
white sheet
concentrating on the dance movements.
It was especially difficult when a second
voice became incorporated into the multimedia portion of the presentation; a
Trinidad native man began speaking
about the treatment of blacks, and the
problems of slavery and its resulting
problems on the island.
When the confusion cleared, the villagers returned and smeared Brownson's
white tank top and shorts with dirt, as
Brownson began to dirty herself with
Trinidad's slavery history. She opened
her suitcase and put on a series of costumes, becoming various historical personalities discussing the "problems" of
West Indian slaves. The costumes were a
little elaborate; I think her portrayal of
Lady Carmichael would have been
equally effective with simply a hat to

Brownson, who applied it to her body,
once more clad in white tank top'and
shorts. The other villagers crowded
around, bringing wire and fabric, like
that which comprised the other sculptures. To the sound of Shanelle
Dempster's "De River," Brownson was
transformed into a living silver sculpture, wire twisted around her body and
a wire crown upon her head. A pair of
magnificent, shimmering gauze wings
completed her change from one culture
to another. She carried the paint bucket
with her and painted silver dots on the
foreheads of the other villagers as well
as some of the audience.
As the music played, the audience
clapped and the villagers danced.
Brownson's hard work was rewarded
with a well-deserved standing ovation

«*•**

S P E L L #7
Set in a bar in the 1970's, several African-American
employed and unemployed performers meet, and
reveal and challenge each other's stories.
The multi-racial cast only adds to the irony and
surprises of this sharp play.
Directed byObie-award winning Professor Robbie
McCauley, Spell #7 is presented bythe
Department of Theater and Dance.

Thiursd^
8pm
AUSTIN ARTS CENTER, TRINITY COLLEGE
FREE with Trinity ID :
$8 general / $5 discounts
Box office (860) 297-2199
www.trincoll.edu/~aac
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LECTURES
Human Rights Lecture Series

Only four slices per student...

Someone spiked the cake.
Aparently, there was some rum in
the cake that was served at Mather
last Thursday night. AT thinks that
maybe they were trying to get us
drunk, but Jon Small and Co. were
unavailable for comment.
But just in case they're reading,
AT wishes they would serve that
stuff more often.
In search of the Disco King

After Dancing on a table at the
Hall's party last Saterday night, one
Trinity student got into his car,
swerved across traffic and asked
some bystanders if they knew the
way to "Disco King." Before they
could answer, he sped away.
Aparently, he already knew the answer. AT wants to be told next time
this Disco King has a party so that
we can go.

On Wednesday, April 5, Professor of Modern
Languages Dori Katz presents "Hiding in Other
People's Houses; a Poetry Reading." Professor Katz
was born in Belgium just as World War II broke
out. A published poet and translator, she has also
written about her experiences surviving the Holocaust, the event that brought to the world the
notion of accountability and judgement for
crimes against humanity which exterminated
millions of people. Professor Katz will read from
her work and from the work of others whose poems share the same themes.

Someone we know had his life
threatened after someone else
prank called Breto's. Breto wasn't
happy to be prank called, but
aparently he attacked the wrong
person. The real perps are still at
large. So we advise that you watch
your phones.

Written by Ntozake Shange and directed by
Robbie McCauley, this play is set in a bar in the
1970's. Several African-American employed and
unemployed performers meet there to reveal and
challenge each other's stories. The multi-racial
cast only adds to the irony and surprises of this
sharp play. Presented by the department of Theater and Dance. Thursday through Saturday,
April 6-8, Goodwin Theater, 8:00 PM. Free with
Trinity ID.

Globalization Conference
Please plan to attend the following conference
at Trinity College Boyer Auditorium, Albert C.
Jacobs Life Sciences Center: "Globalization: Issues
and Perspectives" on Friday, April 7,3:30 - 5:30 PM
and Saturday, April 8,10:00 -11:30 PM & 2:00 4:00 PM. The conference opens on Friday with a
lecture by Janice Perlman, Senior Professor of Urban Studies at Trinity College. Professor Perlman's
talk is entitled "Megacities and Our Global Future"
and is sponsored by the Department of Political
Science as its Annual Mead Lecture.

Religion Lecture
On Tuesday, April 11, the Religion Department
and the International Studies Program present a
lecture by Professor Stephen Batchelor, Director
of Sharpham Buddhist College. The title of the
lecture is "Negative Capability: Emptiness,
Nagarjuna & Keats." McCook Auditorium, 4:00
PM.

Lunch Series Presentation
Prank Caller on the Loose

Spell #7

You are cordially invited to attend the Lunch
Series presentation "Ripe for Revision: the PreSuffrage Role of American Women in the Forging of the Liberal political Tradition." Professor
Gene Lynch will discuss the underappreciated
role of women in the period 1870 -1915 in forging
progressivism, which became the liberal tradition
that was the dominant "paradigm" of the 20th
century. Thursday, April 6,12:30 PM, Women's
Center Lounge.

Chapel Happenings
TUESDAY, April 4
12:00 PM - Lenten Lunch Series-Friendship
Chapel
... •
5:00 PM - The Rosary-Crypt Chapel
7:00 PM - lnterVarsity Prayer Group - Crypt
Chapel
8:30 EM - "Women in Scripture" - Crypt Chapel
8:15 PM Lectio Divina - Interfaith House
WEDNESDAY, April 5
12:00 noon - Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt
Chapel
5:00 PM - Carillon Lessons
THURSDAY-April 6
6:30 PM - Zen Meditation - Crypt Chapel
9:00 PM - lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Meeting (Held in Mather Hall)
FRIDAY, April 7
12:30 PM - Muslim Prayers - Crypt Chapel
SATURDAY, April 8
5:15 PM Service of Praise & Worship
Guest - Rev. James Bradley
SUNDAY, March 12
5:00 PM Roman Catholic Mass - Main Chapel
7:00PM VESPERS with Chapel Singers ;•;•:;.;; ;^;

Quotes
Have you ever noticed... Anybody going slower
than you is an idiot, and anyone going faster than
you is an maniac?
George Carlin
You have to stay in shape. My grandmother, she
started walkingf ive milesa day when she was 60.
She's 97 today and we don't know where she is.
Ellen DeGeneres
I think men who have a pierced ear are better
prepared for marriage. They've experienced pain
and bought jewelry.
Rita Rudner
I'm not into working out. My philosophy: No
pain, no pain.
Carol Leifer
If it weren't for electricity we'd all be watching
television by candlelight.
George Gobel
I went into a McDonald's yesterday and said,-"I'd
like some fries." The girl at the counter said,
"Would you like some fries with that?"
Jay Leno
1 dated this girl for two years—and then the nagging starts: "I wanna know your name..."
Mike Binder
Don't spend two dollars to dry clean a shirt. Donate it to the Salvation Army instead. They'll
clean Stand put it on a hanger. Next morning buy
it back for seventy-five cents.
BilliamCoronel
•

Fahrenheit 451

Tue, April 4 - 7:30 PM

1966, 111 min. Director: Francois Truffaut. Screenplay. Francois Truffaut Jean-Louis Richard and Helen
Scott, based on the book by Ray Bradbury. Music: Bernard'Herrmann. Cast: Oskar Wernerjulie Christie,
Cyril Cusack. It is no surprise that Francois Truffaut, who survived his troubled childhood by escaping
into countless books (and movies), believed that reading was an almost sacred activity. This love for
books inspires every frame of "Fahrenheit 451," which is based on Ray Bradbury's story about a frightening future where books are considered to be dangerous and illegal. Oskar Werner, who starred in "Jules
and Jim", plays a "fireman" of the future, whose job is to search and destroy books. Once he opens a volume
and begins to read, the fireman himself becomes an "enemy of the state." "Fahrenheit 451" is an intriguing departure for Truffaut - it is his first color film, shot in the English language, and it is by far his most
overtly political work.

The Wild Child

Wed, April 5 - 7:30 PM

1969,86 min. Director: Francois Truffaut. Screenplay: Francois Truffaut and Jean Gruault, based on the
memoirs of Dr. Jean-Marc Gaspard Itard. Cinematography: Nestor Almendros. Music: Antonio Vivaldi.
Cast: Francois Truffautjean-Pierre Cargol, Francois e Seigner. In the first film in which Truffaut appears
as an actor, he plays an 18th century doctor who tries to educate a child found in the woods, where he had
grown up without human contact. Although a true story, the film comes across as a very personal one
for Truffaut. It is a sensitive exploration of a "wild" and lonely childhood, and the attempts of a mentor to
bring that child into "civilization." Deliberately ambiguous, The Wild Child is open-ended cinema in the
best tradition of The New Wave - and the American independent filmmakers who followed in its footsteps. The Wild Child is also the first (of nine) films that Truffaut would make with the gifted colorist
and cinematographer Nestor Almendros.

The Last Metro

Thu, April 6 - 7:30 PM

1980,127 min. Director: Francois Truffaut. Screenplay: Francois Truffaut, Suzanne SchiffmanjeanClaude Grumberg. Cinematography: Nestor Almendros. Music: Georges Delerue. Cast: Catherine
Deneuve, Gerard Depardieu, Heinz Bennent,Jean-Loup Cottins, Sabine Haudepin. Having lived through
the Nazi Occupation of Paris, Truffaut wanted to make a film set in the era he felt was incorrectly remembered as a simple conflict between good and evil. 'The Last Metro" takes place in a Parisian theater,
which is being run by the wife (Catherine Deneuve) of the Jewish director, who has been forced into
hiding. Trouble comes in the form of her growing affection for her leading man (Gerard Depardieu, and
the constant threat of a Nazi-ordered shut-down. "The result is a film of love and adventure which I
hope, expresses our aversion to all forms of racism and intolerance, but also our profound affection for
those who have chosen the acting profession and who pursue it, come what may," - Francois Truffaut
Compiled by Christine McMarthy McMorris
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AfMife
Freedom Seder
Kate Wheeler at Trinity
. On Wednesday, April 5, Kate Wheeler will
present her fiction at the Faculty Club at 4:00 PM.
Wheeler was named "Best Young American Novelist" by Granta. Her debut collection of short stories, "Not From Where I Started from," was a
finalist for the PEN/Faulkner award and was
named New York Times Notable Book. She is the
recipient of a Whiting Award, an NEA fellowship,
and a Guggenheim fellowship.

A Celebration of Life
From April 3 to April 14, Trinity College Mather
Artspace presents "A Celebration of Life," drawings and paintings by Veronique Fournier. Opening Reception - Tuesday, April 4,4:30 - 6:00 PM.

Picture This!
On Saturday, April 8, at 10:30 AM the Yale Center for British Art presents "Picture This! Tell Me
a Story, Spin Me a Tale," the last session of a threepart series designed for children. Gallery experience followed by a related hands-on project.
Pre-registration is required. Please call 432-2858
for more information.

Women's Reading Group
On Wednesday, April 5, the Women's Reading
Group will meet to discuss Anita Shreve's "The
Weight of Water." The meeting will be held in
the Women's Center Lounge, at 12:00 PM. Fruit,
cookies and coffee will be provided.

Join the Trinity College community as we celebrate the second night of Passover with a Freedom Seder. Thursday, April 20, at 6:00 PM in
Hamlin Hall. Everyone is welcome, but you must
RSVP a place by April 6. For more information,
call Rebekah at x2280.

Stories of Activist Women
On Wednesday, April 5, the Women's Center
presents "Activist Women Tell Their Stories."
Come hear four women activists speak about
their lives as political activists, and learn how you
can make a difference. Featuring Councilwoman
Elizabeth Horton Sheff (Green Party), Carolyn
Gabel (Connecticut Coalition for Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender Civil Righ ts), Alta Lash
(Trinity Center for Neighborhoods) and Luz
Santana (Vecinos Unidos). Alumni Lounge, 7:00
PM.

On Monday, April 10, you are invited to attend
"Fascist Classicism: the Foro Mussolini," a Trinity College Barbieri Center event presented by
Peter Aicher of the University of Southern Maine.

Saturday, April 8,5:30 - 7:30 PM, American Legion Post, 275 Main Street, Wethersfield, CT.
Learn and play New England contra dance tunes
— reels, jigs and waltzes. Open to musicians of all
instruments and skill levels. Free. Call (860) 2322504.

New England Contra Dance
Saturday, April 8, 8:00 -11:00 PM, American
Legion Post, 275 Main Street, Wethersfield, CT.
Come listen to music by Kathryn Wedderburn
with Mark Schidt and Linda Baker. Workshop at
7:30 PM. Admission $7. No partner needed, all
dances taught, beginners welcome. Call (860)
233-603.

Renewing Democracy

Computing Center Workshops

On Tuesday, April 4, the Spring 2000 Speakers
Series on Civil Engagement presents "Renewing
Democracy in the Age of Sound Bytes,
Cyberspace and Big Money" by Professor Edward
Cabot, New York University. Most recently, Professor Cabot served as a Presidential Fellow at
Trinity College where he taught a course on
"Power, Values and the Making of American Public Policy." He will explore the challenges for the
renewal of American democracy in this age of
cyberspace and powerful interests. Mather Student Center, Wean Terrace Room C, 7:00 PM.
Open to the general public.

Having trouble with MS Word? Can't figure out
how to insert that graphic into FrontPage? Bring
your questions to the Computing Center! Two
general computing help sessions will be offered
for students on Monday, April 10, from 6:30 - 8:00
PM and on Wednesday, April 19, from 6:30 - 8:00
PM. Both will be held in MCEC152. No need to
sign up, just show up with questions that you
would like to have answered.

Student Panel

The Foro Mussolini

Contra Dance Jam Session

As part of the Spring 2000 Speakers Series on
Civic Engagement, on Tuesday, April 11, Trinity
students representing a number of Greek,
multicultural, civic and community service
groups and organizations on campus will talk

Jones One
On Wednesday, April 5, Jones One, Jeff
Ginsburg and Gang perform at the Bistro,
Koeppel Student Center, 9:30 -11:30 PM.

Steve Nystrup Band
Please come to the Bistro, Koeppel Student Center on Thursday, April 6, to hear Steve Nystrup
„. r £and perform from 9:30 PM-12:30 AM,,

student activism. 11:20 -12:35 PM, Mather Student Center.

Now PLAYING,
Showcase Cinemas, East Hartford
3 Strikes-12:05
Erin Brokovich -1:05,4:00,7:00,9:40,12:15
Ghost Dog: the Way of the Samurai -12:50,
3:40,6:40,9:10,11:45
My Dog Skip -1:20,3:20,5:20
Return to Me-7:55
Romeo Must Die -12:45,1:15,1:45,3:45,4:15,
4:45,6:45,7:15,7:45,9:20,9:50,10:15,11:50,12:20
Snow Day -12:40,2:40,4:40
The Whole Nine Yards - 7:30,9:40,11:50

Beyond the Mat - 7:45,10:05
Final Destination -12:45,3:00,5:10,7:35,9:55,12:10
High Fidelity -1:30,3:50,7:10,9:45,12:10
Mission to Mars -12:30,2:50,5:05,7:45,10:10,12:20
Price of Glory -1:15,4:00,7:05,9:30,12:00
The Road to El Dorado -1:00,3:00,5:00,7:00,9:15
11:15
The Skulls -12:30,2:50,5:10,7:30,10:00,12:20
Whatever It Takes -1:20,3:25,5:25,10:10,12:00

Showcase Cinemas, Buckland Hills
American Beauty -1:20,4:10,6:50,9:30,
Erin Brokovich -1:00,1:30,4:00,4:30,4:50,7:05,
7:20,7:40,9:45,10:00
Mission to Mars -12:30,2:50,5:10,7:45,10:00
Price of Glory -1:15,3:50,6:50,9:30
The Skulls -12:30,2:50,5:10,7:30,10:00
Romeo Must Die -12:00,12:45,1:15,2:25,3:45,
4:15,6:45,7:15,9:20,9:50,10:20

The Cider House Rules -1:05,3:55,6:50,9:40
Final Destination -12:45,3:00,5:10,7:30,9:55
High Fidelity -1:30,4:20,7:10,10:00
My Dog Skip -12:15,2:50,5:00
The Road to El Dorado -12:30,1:00,2:30,3:00,4:30,
5:00,6:30,7:00,8:30,9:15
Whatever It Takes -12:40,2:45,4:50,7:10,9:25
The Whole Nine Yards - 7:40,9:50

Elm Cinemas, Elmwood, CT
The Green Mile - 7:15
Wonder Boys-7:00

The Next Best Thing - 9:15

Air Tech
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America $299 r.t.
Europe $179 o,w. Other world destinations cheap.
Only terrorists get you there cheaper!
Air Tech (212) 219-7000
www.airtech.com
,
e-mail: fly@airtech.com

Go Direct
#1 Internet-based Spring Break Company offering WHOLESALE pricing! We have the other
companies begging for mercy! All destinations!
Guaranteed lowest price!
1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com

Write for The
Tripod! For
more
information,
contact Dan at

Date: Wednesday, April 5th
Time: 6:30 pm
Hamlin Hall
Goldman, Sachs & Co, will be holding an informal discussion about Investment Banking and the world of finance. If you have any interest
in this as a career, please join them. This is one of the few opportunities you will have to ask Wall Street professionals anything you want
to know about the business in an open environment. If you are seriously interested in Investment Banking, this presentation is essential.
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Trinity Track Team Hosts Bantam Invitational
freshman Laura O'Dunne drop, "The conditions were minute barrier with a 15:54.58,
(Saratoga
Springs, NY), down 6 great- there was no wind hold- and then on Saturday took anSports Writer
seconds from her time at the tri- ing me back... and seriously, 1 other 8 seconds off that with a
meet in California, with a liked the cheering from the 15:46.33. Senior David Kyle
SATURDAY, APRIL 1ST- It 5:39.91. Sophomore Danniella home team crew."
(Topsfield, MA) finally broke
was a day of home-track advan- Bonanno (Wellesley, MA) seAs for the men's performance the 16 minute barrier with a
tages, ideal conditions, and lady cured a P.R. by also dropping 6 last Saturday, freshman Ryan 15:49.01 at the Bantam Invite. In
Bants likejuniors Marissa-Eddy seconds from her time in Cali- Bak (Suffield, CT) placed second the Men's 10,000 meter race last
(Los Angeles, CA) and Mandy fornia to cross the line in a in the 800 meter run, with a weekend, junior Todd Markelz
Rival (Kensington, CT) captur- 5:49.22. In the Women's 3,000 1:56.3 and freshman Bob (Homer, AK) cracked his pering firsts in their races in the meter at the Bantam Invite, McGovern (Warwick, Rl) sonal record of 32:40 with a
Trinity College Track and Field freshman Leeann Rheaume inched through his personal 32:17.9 to place second overall.
Bantam Invitational. After (Pittsfield, MA) placed 4th over- record barrier by one second Fresh
opening up the season with the all with a 10:52.33 despite a sore with a 2:01.94. In the men's
Freshman Jim Emord
track team's second place for the knee. Also making an appear- 5,000, Senior Andrew Malick (Bridgewater, MA), one of the up
men and women in the Middle- ance in that race was freshman (Piedmont, CA) continues to and coming freshman runners
bury, Vanguard and Trinity Tri- Stephanie
Wezowicz chip away at his personal to watch, not only ran a stellar
meet during their Spring Break (Longmeadow, MA), whorecords. Due to running in his personal record in the Califorin San Diego, the bants were snagged a P.R. by over 30 sec- native climate in California at nia tri-meet, with a 15:27.44
more than ready to compete in onds with an 11:54.78. Said the Spring Break tri-meet, he 5,000 meter race, but also was
their first meet back on the east Wezowicz of this impressive first slipped under the 16 able to hang on to an impressive
coast.
At the Trinity Invite, however,
there were no team scores, so it
was a day of individual triumphs and losses. Rival, as previously mentioned, swept the
Women's 100 meter HighHurdles in 15.14 seconds. In addition, Rival also placed first, in
the Women's High Jump with a
5'4" leap. Eddy cleaned up the
1500 meter run by narrowly
outsprinting a Brandeis runner
to finish with a 4:51.37 time,
which was also a personal
record, Eddy also placed second
overall in the Women's 800
meter run.
Another lady Bant appearing
that day was freshman Sarah
Hacket (Stonington, CT), who
chipped away at her P.R. by two
seconds in the Women's 1,500
meter run with a 5:23.62. Also
BY DAVID KYLE

third place of 32:18 in the
10,000. Said the ever-modest
Emord, "Todd and I ran a great
race together, and helped each
other out." Senior Ben Goss did
his personal best running in the
Men's 110 meter High Hurdles,
as he dropped 2 seconds to complete a 16.81 second race on his
home turf. In the field events,
Freshman David Wilson
(Sharon, MA) placed second
overall the Men's High Jump,
with a 6' 4" leap at the Trinity
Invite. Sophomore Samnang
Sonn (Attleboro, MA), as opposed to Wilson's vertical jump,
leapt horizontally toa 19'5" long
jump in California for a personal
best.
In the throwing events at the
Trinity Invite, freshman Nic
Fox (Dublin, NH) hurled the
discus 126 feet and one inch to
place 4th overall, and also
snagged third in the hammer
throw, with a 120'9" performance. Freshman Beth Landry
(Brighton, MI) had an impressive day at this invitational- after securing a 15'6.5" long jump,
she went on to capture first in
the Women's Triple Jump with
a 34'4.25" series of leaps. Sophomore Jen Villa (Hyannisport,
MA) came right behind her in
the rankings, netting a second
place with a 34'.75" jump.
Sophomore Jess Martin (Ft.
Myers, FL) also made a strong
showing in the Women'sJavelin
Throw, with a 102'6" performance. Look for the Bants to
compete this coming weekend
in Massachusetts at the Smith
Collegelnyitatfbrial. - "

Marissa Eddy '01 leads the pack in the 1,500 Meter Run

__SIPE ORDERS

CHEESE PIZZA

WINGS (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10)
MOZZAREILA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN FINGERS . . (10)
GYRO
•
GARlfC BRIAD
(16*)
FRIES
CHIPS

14" Medium $7.50
16" Large $9.50
Additional Toppings: $.50 on med.
$1.00 on large
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricoita

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach.

eggplanl
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA.
$15,00

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL . . . . MED $10.00 . l-ARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatball, peppeioni, mushroom, onions,
popper.

Additional toppings $2.00 each
•*4 HOU8S NOTICE PLEASES?

498B FARMNGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

GRINDERS
COOKED SALAMI
.
PASTRAMI
GENOA
. . .
HAM . ,.
TURKEY
PEPFE80NI
ROAST BEEf
•
TUNA
COMBO {2 kinds ot above) .
EGCPtANT PARM1GIANA
CHICKIN PARMJCSANA .
CHICKEN CUTLET
STEA1OCHEESE
- ••
MEATBALLS
SAUSAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B.L.T.
VKCJE/CHJESt
.......
ITALIAN

. i.175 . .. . $7.50
. $3. ?S .:.. . . S?.50
. , ,S3 7!"« , .. . . S7.50
. . U 7 5 . .. . . $7.50
. ,.$3,~S . . . .,. $7.50
. . . 5 3 . 7 5 . . . .,. S7.S0
. . . S 3 . 7 5 . , . . .. $7.50
, . . S 3 . 7 5 . , . .... S7.S0
. . , $ 4 . 5 0 . . . . , . $ 9 00
. . . S 3 . 7 5 . . . . , S7.50.
. . , $ 4 . 2 5 . . . .. S8.50:
. . . $ 4 . 3 5 . . . ., , $8,50
.$4.25 .. .. $8.50
. . . $ 3 . 7 5 . . . . . . $7.50
. . . S 3 . 7 5 . . . . .. $7.50
. , . $3.75 ,. ., . . $7.50
. . . 8 3 . 7 5 -. .... $7,50
. .$4.99 . . . . .. $9.98

236-2616
'

**FREE DELIVERY

$1 9S
TOSSEDSAtAO
•
Italian, Creamy ilafiart. French, Slue Cheese. Ranch
and Lite Kalian,
_________»™~»-~—-—-

CHSCKEN PESTO . . . . MED $9.95 .. LARGE S13.25
Frtsri t\fo2£«retla. fresh chicken anrJ sliced lomaloes,
basted in pasio sauce.

WHITE PIE
MED $7.95 . . . URGE SS.9S
Fresh MoJiarelia, romanocheese, garlic, parsley,
ofegano and olive oil,

CLAM . . . . . . . . MED S7.S5 . . LARGE S9.95
Zke (%e$t <Phztt lot Zhe %esi {Price ] n;^ J : WHITE
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano

.

CHEFSALAO
'• S5.60
Mam. turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
g(88.« peppers and olives.
ANT1PASTO .."..,,,.;•..:...-•'•......••
$5.50
Salami, papperonl cheese, mushrooms, eggpiant,
cucumbers, ©fives, green peppers and lettuce.'
TUNASALAO
-••
•• S « 5
Tuna, iestuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SAIAD . . . . . . . . . . . ' . ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54,95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives,

PRtMAVERA
MED $9.95 .. LARGE $t3.25
Mushroom, broccoli, peppers, olives a<v\ sliced
fomaioe& on a white pie.

SHRIMP PESTO
MED Sti.ffS URGE $ K 2 5
Fresh MozMielia, shrimp and slicad tomatoes,
basted in Pesio sauce,

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

SAIADS

:

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.25
S3-00
S1.99
$.50

J COMBO SPECIM, $ Buy a large Cheese |

I
f

! m / » Che>t*<i& „ . With OSB Topping
10 Wings
2 liter Soda

i $2^
JO

.

* & d Get A Second j
I Latge Cheese For 1

OFF I F1EE

I
"targe
* Cheese Hgza

* 2UTEHSODA
S Cheese Pizza .

I

,.,'-, find,Get..-.-,..
i

i^'OPCMDrafS--

I'w'XdiSII8GfS4.*
Coupon Can't Be Combined With Arw Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.

and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . MED S3.95 . LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozweila. fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN

M£D $9.50 .. LARGE $12.50

PinaftppSe, peppers, tiam and hoi sauce.

PASTA.AND PINNEHS
SPAGHETTI, ZITi OR SHEtLS WiTH SAUCE
.,
SPAGHtTTI, ZITi OR SHtLLS WITH MEATBAtiS
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE
EGGPLANT PARM1GI ANA WITH PASTA . . . . . . .
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . . . .
BAKED ZlTt
.,
MEAT RAVIOLI . . ! . . . . . . . . . . : . - . . . . . . . , . . . . .
CHEESE RAVIOLI
VEGGIE RAVIOU . . . . : . -•• • • • • •..
includes salad and roll
BEVERAGES
DESSERT

S5.3S
S8.95
S6-95
S7 »
S8.3S
S7.95
S6.95
S6.95
S6.95
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Women's Crew Goes to San Diego Crew Classic
. BY CAROLINE NONNA
;

|J Sports Writer

After a total of 13 practices on the water in Gainesville, Georgia the women's
crew team is in tip top shapeior racing!
Coach Erica Schwab had the difficult job

Ashley Donoghue "02, Whitney Cronk
*02, Sarah Melnitsky '02, and Susanna
Rise '01. They are held together by the
leadership and motivation of coxswain
Emily Queen'01.
The varsity boat jumped right into
competition this past weekend in San
Diego California. At the prestigious San

Coxswain Emily Queen said the racing was strong,
but she's ready to help her boat improve further.
of choosing the top 8 rowers to form the
fastest boat possible. The beautiful
weather in Georgia provided for prime
conditions to seat race for boat positions
and prepare for racing season. Rowing
in the varsity boat is Kelly Johnson'00
stroking, followed by Mara Keith '01,
Isaac Bohannon '00, Carrie Rorer '00,

Diego Crew Classic. The lady bantams
placed third in their heat on Saturday
and qualified for the petite final on Sunday morning. The crew ended up finishing 14th out of 22 boats in the highly
competitive Women's Cal Cup event.
Coxswain Emily Queen said the racing
was strong,.but she's ready to help her

boat improve further and dominate the
New England competition this spring,
starting with The US Coast Guard Academy this weekend.
The Junior Varsity boat has been hard
at work sorting out the kinks at practice
in order to prepare for their season
opener against Coast Guard and Mt.
Holyoke College. Coxswain Lisa
Lambrenos will help lead the second
boat to success this weekend with the
hard work of Elisabeth Healey "00,
Caroline Nonna'00, Kristin Hagain '02,
Becca Kanin'02, Molly Roach '02,
Heather Cooke '03, KC Hagin '03, and
Christine Horton'03. The boat has been
able to gel and unify since returning
from Georgia and is looking to plow
through the competition in the weeks to
come.

Pasha Spencer has been working hard
to prepare her freshman/novice team for
their first collegiate sprint race this
weekend. Rowing in the A boat, coxed
by Sarah Kmieciak, are Katie Fredlund,
Amanda Gifford, Alexis Heinemann, Liz
Liolin, Emily McCort, Kate Miller.Julia
Sanders, and Amy Johnson. The novice
B boat is made up of rowers Amy Aieta,
Pia Bunton, Colleen Deegan, Chelsea
Greenejen Petzold, Kristin Powell, Suzy
Schwartz, and Rachel Weise, with Kelly
Mylett coxing.
The entire team, varsity and novice,
is anxiously awaiting the racing season
that they have been preparing for all
winter.
This weekend the team faces the Coast
Guard Academy in New London, CT in
their first race of the reeular season.

f
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The Women's Crew prepares for a successful season on the Connecticut River.

Tennis Begins Season
on the Right Foot
BY CAROLINE A* HUGHES

Sports Writer

and

For your graduation parties
tent events call Greater Hartford's
premier catering service.
Early reservations are recommended.

Eclectic

Gourmet

Catering

Telephone: 860.561.0160
E-mail: cafelouise@aol.com

The Trinity Women's Tennis Team,
coached by Wendy Bartlett, started off
their spring season in perfect fashion,
defeating all three of their NESCAC opponents in Hilton Head South Carolina
during spring break. Hilton Head Island,
a tennis and golf resort, has recently become a hot spot for competing college
tennis teams from all over the country.
The trip is the women's second to South
Carolina.
Trinity easily beat Hamilton College
8-1, sweeping all three doubles matches.
The #1 doubles team, Courtney Sargeant,
'03, and Becky Mate, '02, easily defeated
Hamilton, 8-3. Mate dropped a tough
match at #1 singles 7-5, 6-4 to a top
NESCAC player. At #2 singles, Sargeant
went on to "bagel" her opponent 6-0,60, and led the remainder of the singles
players to victory.
Trinity's next opponent, Bowdoin College, was no match for the Trinity squad.
Senior Captains Caroline Hughes and
Erica Johnson played their top game to
demolish their foes, 8-2 in #3 doubles.
Captain Heidi Polsen and Olga
Bogatyrenko, Trinity's #2 doubles team,
played a close match to win 8-6. Perhaps
one of the most exciting and proud moments of the week was #2 singles player
Courtney Sargeant's well fought duel
with top-notched Bowdoin player, Leisel
Hacker, Sargeant won 7-5, 7-5.
Bogatyrenko, Polsen, Johnson and
Hughes also completed straight set victories at #3, #4, #5, and #6 singles respectively to give Trinity another easy
win, 7-2.
Trinity's third and final contender of

their Spring Break excursion gave the
Lady Bantams more of a fight than their
previous rivals. Trinity beat Middlebury
College 7-2, dropping points only at #3
doubles and #2 singles. In the two successful doubles matches, #1 team Mate
and Sargent breezed through their
match, 8-3, as did the #2 tandem Polsen
and Bogatyrenko, 8-1. At #3 doubles,
Hughes and Johnson had dropped a rare
8-4 match to Middlebury. The loss did
not seem to phase Johnson and Hughes'
singles' games, as they prov ided v ictories
for the team at #5 and #6 respectively.
Known as the team's fiercest fighter, #4,
player, Polsen quickly dismantled her
opponent 6-1,6-2. Her doubles partner,
Bogatyrenko, used her favorite weapon,
her killer forehand, to finish off
Middlebury's #3 player, in straight sets,
6-2,6-1.
After an exhausting win over Bowdoin the day before, Sargeant had a
tougher time with her opponent at #2
singles. After a three hour battle,
Sargeant finally surrendered 5-7,6-2,62. Mate also struggled through three sets,
but came out victorious. Mate played at
her best, keeping her composure after
dropping the first set 6-3. The #1 player
pulled through and captured the next
. two sets, 6-4 and 6-3 to cap off a welldeserved victory for the Trinity Women.
, The Lady Bantams improved their
record to 10-3 for the 1999-2000 season
and are ranked #3 in New England and
#5 in the East, The team faces Wesleyan
this Friday in Middletown and will also
play a duel match next Wednesday at
Connecticut College. The team will then
travel to Wellesley College to compete in
an individual tournament with some of
New England's finest teams during the
weekend of April 14th.
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W-Lax Looking Good
ning goal. The goal was icing on the cake
for Smith who had a great outing along
U Sports Writer
With Western Mass.resident. Kristen
Arnold.
After a 10-5 season and a visit to the
However, the Bantams came up short
ECAC finals in 1999, the Trinity College against a tough William Smith team.
Women's Lacrosse team is fired up to Ashley Taylor came out of the woodwork
kick off the new millennium under head offensively and scored some key goals for
coach Kara Tierney. Tierney has felt the the Lady Bantams. Taylor's response to
loss of a tremendously athletic 1999 class her outing paralleled something straight
on both the field hockey and lacrosse out of Varsity Blues. "I don't want to be
fields.
corny but, every time I step onto the laHowever, with four new freshmen crosse field 1 get chills. 1 have worked my
stepping up to fill the void left by the whole life to get here and to be able to
graduation of four all Americans the contribute on a team of this caliber is
BY LIZ BONTEMPO

Although infamous for their beauty, the girls lacrosse
team has an astonishing amount of talent.
women's lacrosse team isn't too worried
about their on field abilities. The 2000
bants will continue to build one of the
premiere lacrosse programs in the
NESCAC this season.
The women's lacrosse team spent their
spring break in Panama City Beach,
Florida where they had double sessions
for the majority of the trip with the exception of their first two games against
Hamilton and William Smith.
The Bants played their first game
against Hamilton and squeaked by the
fellow NESCACers 14-13. Mary Jacobs
earned MVP honors with her tenacious
defense down the stretch breaking up
three of Hamilton's stalls and enabling
Quinn Smith '01 to score the game win-

unreal!"
Although infamous for their beauty,
the girls lacrosse team has an astonishing amount of talent. Starting in the net,
is Katie Derosier, a resident of Western
Massachusetts who continues to be one
of the top goal keepers in New England
(not to mention a great dancer).
She had another top notch performance against Tufts this past Saturday
although the Bantams couldn't come up
with the win. The Jumbos won 8-5 but
Trinity is ready to get Connecticut College on Tuesday.
Anna Sullivan and captain Jess Martin have had a tremendous pre-season
you can look for their names in the lights
the rest of the way.

Tennis Starts Strong

particularly proud of his senior leadership and assistant coaches Mike Smith
Sports Writer
and Robert Goldsmith on this day since
they ran the team on their own.
Ufiaa3wiaad,3, mudx-greater-.
sixth in the country last season and is chaTFeftgej playing Swarthmore. Trinity
looking to do something similar this met Swarthmore ia the Regional Chamtime around. The team began the spring pionships last spring and narrowly deseason with a training trip to Hilton feated them. Once again the Bantams
Head, South Carolina where the Ban- pulled out the win. Rosty Orach '01 Alex
tams played five matches against Valente '00 and Jared Sheikh '00, easily
Hamilton, Hobart, Colby, Bowdoin and won their matches, while Matt Sharnoff
Middlebury. Trinity was favored to win '00, Muammer Khan '02 and Steve
each of these matches, but went 4-2 los- Wohlford '00 dropped some awfully
tough matches. The exhibition matches
ing to a tough Bowdoin team.
were
quickly won by Peter Green '02 and
• The Bantams were disappointed by
the loss, and led by senior quad captains, Cliff Stevens '03. Since the top six singles
Steven Wohlford, Matthew Sharnoff, were all tied up, the match was decided
Alex Valente and Jared Sheikh they be- by the doubles point. Trinity showed ungan to look forward to the regular sea- believable resilience sweeping the
doubles, led at #1 by Orach and Sharnoff,
son, which opened this past weekend.
Khan and Wohlford at #2, Valente and
The University of Rochester arrived Sheikh at #3 and Green and Kaneb at the
Saturday only to get pounded by the exhibition position of #4
P ' 'i.' "> ^-i Coach Paul Assainte was
BY GEORGE KANEB

Senior Jess Martin drives past the defense.
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IVtenVLacrosse Wins

continued from page 28
Marshall Diplomats. The Dips managed
to survive the first half, keeping the
game close, but in the third quarter Trinity became Ehe fan favorites outscoring
the Diplomats 5-1, and eventually winning 15-10. There were some outstanding performances besides fluid team
play that allowed the Bantams to be so
successful. Pre-season All American defender Rob Kennedy clearly stood out as
the most dominating player on the field
as he repeatedly stripped attackmen, intercepted passes, and sprinted the field.
Souers also stood out with his electrifying stick play contributing four goals
and two assists in the game. Hayes (Philadelphia, PA) and freshman attackman
Ravi Pillay (Bethesda, MD) also scored
four goals each.
The Bantams have recently increased their record to 6-0 after two more
impressive wins last week. On Wednesday the Bants faced the Connecticut College Camels in their most anticipated
game so far. The Camels have beaten

Trinity over the past few encountersand
the seniors' will was at its peak for the
game. This time it took, a total team effort by all positions to end the game successfully 9-7. However, goalkeeper Matt
Jerry played especially well on the home
field with 12 important saves, keeping
the Camel offense unproductive.The following Saturday Trinity played its most
recent game of the season against the
Tufts Jumbos at home. With gorgeous
weather and bright blue skies it was a
perfect day for the Bants to avenge last
season's terrible loss that they were never
able to totally recover from. Again there
were outstanding singular performances
along with solid team play that allowed
Trinity to stomp the undefeated Jumbos
15-8. Of special note was the superior
play and hustle of senior Mike "Bumble
Bee" Engel who completely dominated
face-offs giving the Bants an offensive
possession after nearly every goal scored.
Trinity Men's Lacrosse now has a week
off from games and will be facing Colby
this coming Saturday away.

Bantam Sports Schedule
Baseball v. Coast Guard 4/4 Home
Softball v. Clark 4/4 Home
M Lax v. Colby 4/8 Away
W Lax v. Conn College 4/4 Home
M Tennis v. Amherst 4/4 Home
W Tennis v. Conn College 4/12 Away
Track @ Smith Invitational 4/8
M +W Crew v. Coast Guard 4/8 Away
Golf @ Yale Invitational 4/8-9
Senior Captain Matt Sharnoff
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Men's Lacrosse
Trinity Men's Crew Brings
Continues 6 Came Home the Hardware
Men Travel to San Diego Crew Classic, Return Victorious
Winning Streak
With Tufts Win
caught the Trinity Men's crew
off guard in the heat, and they
Sports Editor
found themselves struggling in
4Ih place after 500 meters. After
nd
On Sunday April 2 the Trin- settling into a rhythm at 33
ity Men's Varsity Crew won the strokes per minute the crew
California Cup at the San Diego battled back through the
Crew Classic against 13 West middle thousand meters to first
Coast crews including UC San place. They executed a strong
Diego, Gonzaga and UC Davis. sprint to finish first in the heat
The San Diego Crew Classic is with a time of 6:14.8 seconds
one of the premier collegiate re- faster than any other crew in
gattas on the West Coast, and either heat of the Cal Cup. UC
the event was Trinity's first race San Diego, UC Davis and
of the spring season. And what Gonzaga were the closest coma way to start the season. Prior petition. The heat win gave the
to this year Trinity had never crew a berth in lane 2 for
won the California Cup, and is Sunday's final, which is necesonly the 4 th non-California sary on San Diego's windy
BY NATHANIEL SILVER

Cal Cup Grand Final Results
Trinity
6:13.12
UCSD
6:17.0
UC Davis
6:17.4
Gonzaga
6:21.8
Loyola
6:33.2
6:42.3
SDSU
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Senior Alex Ullman takes it to the hole.
Senior midfielder Andy Hayes
BY ROBERT MORSE
(Philadelphia, PA) scored two
Sports Writer
goals and senior attackman
Alex Ullman (North Haven,
Trinity Men's Lacrosse is cur- CT) added a goal and an assist
rently 6-0 and ranked 13th in the for Trinity. Senior tri-captain
nation for Division III lacrosse. Matt Jerry (Acton, MA) ma~de 12
The season has only gotten saves in goal. The following
more exciting and satisfying for Wednesday the Bants destroyed
this year's squad as they con- GeneseoState with a 27-4 bashtinue to improve and dominate ing.
the entire field. The Bants have
After opening up a 3-1 lead in
already trampled last year's dis- the first quarter, Trinity erupted
mal performance of 4-9 and for 10 goals in the second frame
with the recent intensity and and seven goals in each of the
drive they may prove unstop- two latter periods. The 27-goal
pable as the season progresses. total tied Trinity's all-time
The contribution of both senior mark, set in 1968 against Holy
leadership and young talent Cross. The 23-point margin of
have created a team filled with victory broke the old record of
depth and huge potential. The 20, which occurred in a 25-5
attack, midfield and defense win over MIT in 1994. Souers
have all played an outstanding and Hayes led in goals with 4
game which has led to spec- each, while Alex Westcott, Rob
tacular team play when all Morse, Sean Rohan, and Liam
three parts are working to- Allen each netted three. Mark
gether. The team had its first Tassie, Bill Meara, Peter Gottlieb,
real test during spring break Alex Fleming, David Achterhof,
when the Bantams flew down Steve Baldini, and Brian Andre
to Port Richie, Florida to partici- all contributed with goals also.
pate in two games against These outstanding perforHamilton and then Genosea mances led to much celebration
State..
that night and an eagerness towards their next chance that
In their first game against the
coming Saturday,
Hamilton Continentals, Senior
tri-captain attackman Bobby
Playing at Franklin Stadium
Souers scored five goals and as- to a sold out crowd of 60,000
sisted on two others to lead the plus fans, the Bantams were desBantams to a 10-7 victory. Trin- tined to shine as they pulled off
ity took a 4-1 lead after one another competitive victory
quarter and led 10-6 after three against the Franklin and
periods as the Bantams consee MEN'S LAX on page 27
trolled the game throughout.
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crew to take home the trophy,
joining Columbia, Gonzaga, and
the University of Virginia. Rowing in this crew were, from bow
to stern, Greg Pagnini '00,
Stephen Baxter '02, Doug
Carlson '01, Rafe Quinn '01, Gus
Po'ole '00, Tim Godfrey '00,
Fernando Borghese '01, George
Hutton '01 and coxswain
George McLean '02. The Varsity
Women's Crew also competed
in the Women's California Cup,
but finished 7th in the Petite Final.
Like all Spring races, the
SDCC is a 2000 meter sprint
race, and the course in San Diego is subject to changing tides,
winds and currents that sometimes baffle unsuspecting
crews But it was the starter who

course.
The weather continued to be
sunny and warm for the final on
Sunday, with a quartering
tailwind from the Pacific into
Mission Bay. Again Trinity was
slow off the line, but fought
hard with UC Davis and UC San
Diego on either side through the
first 1500'meter.s. It looked as
though Trinity would have to
settle for second place like last
year, but their sprint in the last
500 meters proved to be nothing short of spectacular.
While UCD and UCSD
struggled to keep the lead,
Trinity's crew gripped the water
as stroke George Hutton '01 incrementally brought the rating
up to 38 SPM and walked
through crews on both sides Lo

Stroke seat, George Hutton '01, and rest of the varsity eight,
recover after winning the final race for the. Cal Cup

lead the race. The unilateral decision to bring the rate up with
power commanded an open
water lead into the final 250
meters, and Trinity crossed the
finish line in 6:13.
Elated and exhausted, the
crew gave McLean the traditional celebratory coxswain toss
into Mission Bay. The team accepted medals, the California
Cup trophy and the betting
shirts of all the other crews in
the final; these are shirts that no
other Trinity oarsmen have ever
won. The win also allows Trinity to compete in the invitationonly Copley Cup, which is the
premier event at the San Diego
Crew Classic. Next year Trinity
.will have the opportunity to
race the fastest crews in the
country over 2000 meters, including Cal, Harvard .Washington and Yale. Entry into next
year's Copley Cup is a major
stepping stone for Trinity because the-level of rowing should
improve in order to compete
with the best.
Having started the season off
with a hang, the crew eagerly
awaits the dual races against
their small college rivals Willjams, New Hampshire d
Coast Guard in the,eoming
weeks. Satisfied Head Coach
Steve Fluhr noted, "I was happy
with the poise Trinity showed to
be able to row from behind in
the heat and the final and win
both. I'm looking forward to the
competition in New England in
the regular season and the old
rivalries."
In all it was a thoroughly productive weekend for the crew
team in San Diego. All of the
rowers look forward to the more
familiar Eastern competition
beginning with this weekend's
race against Coast Guard Academy in New London, CT.
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